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Conference Venue

Digital hall, Ookayama Campus
Address: Ookayama Campus; 2-12-1 Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152-8550,

Tokyo, Japan
http://www.dst.titech.ac.jp/outline/facility/hall_en.html

Conference Rooms on 2F, West 9 Building
April 13

Cloak:

Arrival Registration in the morning
Collaboration Room:

Keynote Speech and Session 1 in the afternoon
April 14

Digital Multipurpose Hall:

Keynote Speech, session 2 and session 4
Collaboration Room:

Poster Session, Session 3, Session 5 and Coffee Break
Restaurant
Lunch

ASIAN (上海台所 味庵)

Dinner

Royal Blue Seiyoken
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Directions of the Building and Conference Rooms:

Collaboration Room
Cloak

Digital Multipurpose Hall
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Train Access to Ookayama from Major Transportation Hubs
All the information on this page is from the website of Tokyo Institute of Technology CLICK

Nearest stations
The Main Gate is a 1-minute walk from Ookayama Station on the Tokyu Oimachi and Tokyu
Meguro Lines.
The West Gate is a 3-minute walk from Midorigaoka Station on the Tokyu Oimachi Line.
The Midorigaoka Gate is a 1-minute walk from Midorigaoka Station on the Tokyu Oimachi Line.
The South Gate is a 7-minute walk from Ishikawadai Station on the Tokyu Ikegami Line.

From Narita Airport
(recommended

route
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-

approx. 85 min.)

(recommended
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-

From Tokyo Station
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approx. 55 min.)
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Presentation Instructions
For Oral Presentation
Conference Organizer provides:
Laptop (MS Windows Operating System with MS PowerPoint and Adobe Acrobat Reader)
Digital Projectors and Screen
Laser Sticks
Presenters provide:
PowerPoint or PDF Files (Files should be copied onto the conference laptop 5-10 minutes
before each Session.)
Regular Oral Presentation: 12 Minutes of Presentation and 3-Minute Q&A
Keynote Speech: 30 Minutes of Presentation and 5-Minute Q&A

For Poster Presentation
Presenters provide:
Maximum poster size is A1
Load Capacity: up to 0.5 kg

Best Presentation Award
One Best Oral Presentation will be chosen from each session and the Certificate will be
awarded at the end of each session on April 13 and 14.
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Keynote and Invited Speakers
Prof. Hiroyuki Nakamura, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Hiroyuki Nakamura was received his PhD from Tohoku University under
the supervision of Professor Yoshinori Yamamoto in 1996. He became an
assistant professor at Kyushu University (1995-1997) and at Tohoku
University (1997-2002). He worked as a visiting assistant professor at
University of Pittsburgh with Professor D. Curran (2000-2001). In 2002,
he was appointed as an associate professor at Gakushuin University and
promoted as a professor in 2006. In 2013, he was appointed as a professor at Tokyo Institute
of Technology. He received the Chemical Society of Japan Award for Young Chemists in 1999
and the Incentive Award of the Japanese Society for Molecular Target Therapy of Cancer in
2007. He became president of the Japanese Society of Neutron Capture Therapy in 2015. His
research interests include synthetic methodology, medicinal chemistry, chemical biology,
photodynamic therapy, and neutron capture therapy.
Speech Title: Protein Engineering Using Chemical Labeling Technology
Abstract: Modification of proteins with synthetic chemical probes has become an important
technique not only for understanding protein functions, dynamics and cross-talks in cells but
also for protein-based therapy in medicine.[1] In general, conventional chemical
modifications use nucleophilic substitution of activated electrophilic chemical probes at
nucleophilic amino acid residues such as lysine and cysteine residues. Although these
modification techniques have been widely used for protein engineering, the generating amide
bonds between nucleophilic amino acid residues and electrophilic chemical probes are
sometimes labile against various enzymes under physiological conditions. We have recently
developed two types of tyrosine residue-specific modification chemical probes,
N‘-acyl-N,N-dimethyl-phenylenediamines and 1-methyl-4-arylurazoles, activated by
ruthenium photocatalyst (Ru(bpy)3) as a single-electron transfer (SET) catalyst to form a
covalent bond at the phenolic hydroxy ortho carbon of tyrosine residue. Using these chemical
probes, we succeeded in target protein-selective labeling in a protein mixture using a
ligand-directed Ru(bpy)3 catalyst.[2-4] Furthermore, our recent study revealed that
1-methyl-4-arylurazoles have shorter distance (a few nanometers) of the SET reaction induced
by ruthenium complexes, resulting in more selective labelling and identification of target
proteins.
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Prof. Kazushi Kinbara, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Dr. Kazushi Kinbara was born in 1967. He received a B.S. degree in
Organic Chemistry from the University of Tokyo in 1991, and obtained a
Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry in 1996 under the direction of Professor
Kazuhiko Saigo. He then began an academic career at the University of
Tokyo, and had been involved until 2001 in the development of optical
resolution upon crystallization. In 2001, he moved to Professor Takuzo
Aida‘s group at School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo as a lecturer and associate
professor. In 2008, he was promoted to Professor of the Institute of Multidisciplinary
Research for Advanced Materials, Tohoku University. In 2015, he moved to Graduate School
of Bioscience and Biotechnology, Tokyo Institute of Technology. His research interests
include (1) development of biomimetic molecules, (2) supramolecular chemistry of
macromolecules, and (3) protein engineering.
Speech Title: Development of PEG-based Stimuli-responsive Molecules
Abstract: Inclusion of stimuli-responsive units in a macrocyclic framework is one of efficient
strategies for development of molecular machineries, where external stimuli have been
utilized to trigger the mechanical motions. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is known as a
thermoresponsive polymer, which changes its conformation from the gauche-rich to the
anti-rich form upon elevation of temperature. Recently, we have succeeded in developing
synthetic procedures for preparation of monodisperse short PEGs in large quantity, and
applied them for the synthesis of multiblock amphiphilic compounds, which show unique
thermoresponsive behaviors. For examples, we succeeded to achieve crystal-to-crystal or
liquid-crystal-to-crystal phase transitions of these molecules to switch the electrical or optical
property of the materials by temperature changes. The other examples include thermal
switching of hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity allowing for bio-related applications. Such unique
features of short-PEG based amphiphilic molecules will be highlighted.
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Prof. Takashige Omatsu, Chiba University, Japan
Takashige Omatsu (B.S. (1983), Ph.D. (1992) from the University of
Tokyo) is a professor of nano-science division of a faculty of engineering
in Chiba University. His research intersts cover a variety of areas, such as
nonlinear optics, solid-state and fiber lasers, singular optics, and
super-resolution spectroscopy. Recent work has focused on chiral control of nano-structures
by angular momentum of light. Such chiral nano-structures will potentially provide a new
scientific aspect to metamaterials, plasmonics, and silicon photonics, and they might also
enable us to develop nanoscale imaging systems with chiral selectivity.
He has already published >100 refereed journal articles, and he has performed >20 invited
presentations of major international conferences, including CLEO, CLEO Pacific-Rim, CLEO
Europe, LEOS, and ICALEO meetings. He has been appointed as an Associate Editor of
Optics Express during 2006-2012. He is also on the editorial board of Applied Physics
Express. He is currently working as a steering committee member of the conference on the
laser and optoelectronics pacific-rim (CLEO Pacific-rim). Professor Omatsu is a Fellow of the
Japan Society of Applied Physics, and a Senior Member of the Optical Society of America.
He is also Visiting Professor, Xinjiang Normal University, China.
Speech Title: Light-induced Twisted Structures
Abstract: Allen et.al. theoretically proposed that light can carry orbital angular momentum
(OAM) of ℓℏ (where ℓ is an integer termed a topological charge) per photon, associated with
its helical wavefront with an on-axis phase singularity. To date, the OAM of light has been
widely investigating many applications, such as optical trapping and manipulation, laser
scanning microscopy with a spatial resolution beyond the diffraction limit, quantum ghost
imaging systems, and fiber-based space division multiplexing optical telecommunications,
free-space telecommunications.
We and our co-workers have discovered an entirely novel fundamental physical phenomenon,
in which the OAM of light can twist the irradiated materials to shape helical nano/micron
structures with the help of spin angular momentum (SAM), associated with a helical electric
field of circularly polarized light very recently.
Going beyond conventional applications based on light with OAM, such ‗twisted‘ structures
created by the irradiation of light with OAM will offer an entirely new fundamental and
applied physical insight of interaction between optical fields and matters on the nano/micro
scale.
In this presentation, we review unique twisted structures, such as chiral needles, helical fibers
etc., and novel fundamental phenomena, enabled by the interaction between optical fields
with OAM and materials. Such light-matter interaction will potentially lead to entirely novel
fundamental and applied materials sciences.
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Prof. Hongqi Sun, Edith Cowan University, Australia
Dr. Sun became a Full Professor of Chemical Engineering at ECU in
November 2017. Before he joined ECU in 2016 as an Associate Professor
through the campaign of Vice-Chancellor‘s Professorial Research
Fellowship, he had worked at Curtin University for over seven years,
beginning with a Research Fellow position (2009) to Curtin Research
Fellow (2013) and then to Senior Research Fellow (2015). He remains an Adjunct Professor
of Curtin University. His research focuses on synthesis of nanostructured catalyst materials,
such as shape-controlled metals or oxides, nanocarbons, arrays and quantum dots for solar
energy utilization and environmental remediation. So far he has published over 160 refereed
journal papers and received over 8200 citations and achieved an h-index of 55 (Data from
Google Scholar in October 2018). He has also secured over three million dollars funding
including three ARC discovery projects, four CRC projects and two fellowships. He serves as
an Associate Editor of RSC Advances and Journal of Advanced Oxidation Technologies,
assessor of ARC, committee member of international conferences, and referee of international
journals.
Speech Title: Design of Metal-Free Materials for Energy and Environmental

Applications
Abstract: Energy crisis and environmental pollution have become the most serious barriers to
the further sustainable developments of human beings. Worldwide researchers have devoted
enormous efforts to tackling the challenges. Among the research endeavours, rational design
and synthesis of nanomaterials have demonstrated promising advances. Recently, as the
alternative to metal-based semiconductors, an emerging carbon-based photocatalyst, namely
graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), has been intensively used for photocatalytic reactions. In
this talk, an overview of recent research progresses on modification of pristine carbon nitride
for environmental and energy applications is first provided in-detail. Discussion on the
morphology, copolymerization, doping, hybridization and sensitization will be then made. At
last, perspectives in future research and application opportunities are proposed.
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Prof. Xiaozhong Zhang, Tsinghua University, China
Prof. Xiaozhong Zhang, obtained his BSc in Physics from Fudan University
(China) in 1982, MSc in Physics from Shanghai Jiaotong University (China) in
1984. He obtained his PhD. in Materials Science from Oxford University (UK) in
1989. He then worked as a postdoctoral research fellow at The Royal Institution of
Great Britain for three years. During 1992-1999 he worked as a Faculty at Physics
department, National University of Singapore. In 1999 he joined Tsinghua University as a professor at
Department of Materials Science and Engineering. He was the director of Electron Microscopy
Laboratory of Tsinghua University during 1999-2006. He is now serving as deputy director of the Key
Laboratory of Advanced Materials (Education Ministry), deputy chief of Chinese national
nano-technology standardization committee and co-editor of IUCrJ. His research interests are
spintronic materials and devices, carbon materials, nanomaterials and nanostructure, electron
microscopy, and computational materials science. He has published more than 190 referred papers and
been awarded 23 patents. His silicon magnetoresistance work (Nature 2011) was selected in 2011 as
―Top 10 scientific advances in China‖ and ―Top 10 University level scientific and technological
advances in China‖.
Speech Title: Non-volatile Spin Logic Device of In-memory Computing
Abstract: Conventional computers based on CMOS logic suffer from the von Neumann performance
bottleneck due to its hardware architecture that non-volatile magnetic memory and semiconductor
based logic are separated. The necessary processes of information reading, processing and writing,
information transformation and transfer between two units are required and would consume a huge
amount of time and energy. In addition, because the information during processing is volatile and
needs to be refreshed frequently, it also consumes a lot of energy and has the risk of information loss
when suddenly powered down. Our purpose is to solve this problem by synthesizing the
complementary features of magnetic materials and semiconductors. We invented Si based magnetic
logic device which can perform reconfigurable four basic Boolean logic operations including AND,
NAND, OR and NOR. We also realized magnetic logic by coupling spin-dependent transport effect in
magnetic material and nonlinear transport effect in semiconductor material. All four basic Boolean
logic operations could be performed. Furthermore, we proposed a magnetic logic-memory device by
coupling anomalous Hall Effect and negative differential resistance phenomena. All four basic
Boolean logic operations could be programmed by magnetic bit at room temperature with high output
ratio (> 1000 %) and low magnetic field (~5 mT). In the same clock cycle of reconfigurable logic
operation, logic outputs could be directly written into magnetic bits by spin-orbit-torque switching
effect, demonstrating non-volatile information reading, processing and writing realized in one step and
one device. Hence, logic and non-volatile memory could be closely integrated in one chip. The time
and energy used in the processes of information transformation and transfer could be saved. Our
device might break through the Von Neumann performance bottleneck and make computer more
energy efficiency and higher performance.
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Prof. King- Chuen Lin, National Taiwan University, Taiwan
King-Chuen Lin is a Distinguished Professor of the Department of
Chemistry at National Taiwan University and a Distinguished Research
Fellow of National Science Council, Taiwan. He received his B.S. degree
in Chemistry from National Taiwan University, Taiwan, his PhD in
Chemistry from Michigan State University, USA, and his postdoctoral career at Cornell
University. His research interests are photodissociation and reaction dynamics in gas and
condensed phases, atmospheric chemistry, materials designed for sensors and catalysts, and
single molecule spectroscopy. He received Academic Award of Ministry of Education,
Taiwan, in 2014, and Richard B. Bernstein Award in International Conference on
Stereodynamics-2018. He now serves as an Associate Editor for J. Chin. Chem. Soc.(Taipei)
and a member of Editorial Board for Scientific Reports (Nature publisher), Journal of
Analytical and Bioanalytical Techniques (Gavin Publishers), and J. of Modern Chemical
Sciences (Herald Scholarly Open Access).
He has published more than 202 peer-reviewed papers and edited one book on reaction
dynamics and chemical kinetics.
Speech Title: Synthesis and Characterization of Nanomaterials in Applications of

Sensing and Catalysis
Abstract: Palladium nanoparticles (Pd NPs) immobilized on a garlic skin-derived activated
carbons (GACs) was synthesized. The morphology, structure, surface compositions, and
textural properties of the GACs and Pd@GAC catalyst were examined by a variety of
physicochemical characterization techniques which revealed a dispersion of Pd NPs with
average particle size of ca. 21 nm on sheet-like graphitized GACs. The Pd@GAC catalyst,
which can be facilely prepared with biowaste feedstocks, exhibited excellent catalytic
performances for efficient reduction of Cr(VI) with extraordinary stability and recyclability
over at least five repeated catalytic test cycles. On the other hand, we report the synthesis,
characterization, and catalytic application of ruthenium nanoparticles (Ru NPs) supported on
plastic-derived carbons (PDCs) synthesized from plastic wastes (soft drink bottles) as an
alternative carbon source. The catalytic activity of Ru@PDC for the reduction of potassium
hexacyanoferrate(III), (K3[Fe(CN)6]), and new fuchsin (NF) dye by NaBH4 was performed
under mild conditions.
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Prof. Zhigang Zhu, Shanghai Polytechnic University, China
Prof. Zhigang Zhu received his Ph.D in Materials Physics and Chemistry in
2005, from Shanghai Institute of Ceramics, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Then he moved to U.K. to work as Post-doc Research Fellow in University
of Birmingham, Brunel University and University of Cambridge,
respectively. In 2012, he returned to China and joined Shanghai
Polytechnic University (SSPU). In 2013, he was promoted to Professor and Head of
Department of Materials Engineering, School of Environmental and Materials Engineering. In
2016, he was appointed as the head of School of Environmental and Materials Engineering.
His research has covered a wide range of areas of materials science and engineering and
microfabrication. His current research interests are fabrication, characterization and design of
biosensors and gas sensors, specializing in various types of biosensors for continuous glucose
monitoring. Recently, his group is developing polymerized crystalline colloidal array based
sensors for various environmental stimuli such as solvent, pH and strain.
Prof. Zhu has published over 60 papers, and 10 provisional patents in application. He is
member of IoP and ISE; he serves as Associate editor of Acta of SSPU, and editor member of
Soft Nanoscience Letters. He received several awards including Royal Society International
Research Fellowship (2005), Honorary Research Fellow in University of Birmingham (2006),
Eastern Scholar Professorship at Shanghai Institutions of Higher Learning (2012), Shuguang
Scholar of Shanghai (2014).
Speech Title: Micro/Nano- Approaches for Biosensors and Chemical Sensors
Abstract: Biosensor is a type of bio-molecular probe that measure the concentration of
biological molecules by transducing biochemical interaction into a quantifiable electrical
signal. There is intensive interest in the use of micro and nano approach for such applications,
and the first part of talk is focused on implantable glucose biosensor, including Pt coil-type
implantable sensor, CNT fiber based enzymatic sensor and CNT/Ni nanocomposite based
non-enzymatic sensor.
To improve the life-time of glucose sensor implanted underneath the skin, a new type of Pt
coil electrode was introduced, which is able to immobilize much more GOD than traditional
needle type electrode. The selection of semi-permeable membrane is critical for the sensor
linearity. The sensors could be survived for 4 weeks during in-vivo test, and histology
revealed that the fibrous capsules surrounding hydrogel-coated sensors were thinner than
before.
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Brief Schedule of Conference
April 13 (Saturday)
Venue: Cloak & Collaboration Room (2nd Floor)
9:30-11:30

Arrival Registration
Opening remark

13:00-13:05

Prof. Hiroyuki Nakamura

13:05-13:40

Prof. Kazushi Kinbara
”Development of PEG-based Stimuli-responsive Molecules”

13:40-14:15

Prof. Takashige Omatsu
“Light-induced Twisted Structures”

14:15-14:50

Prof. Zhigang Zhu
”Micro/Nano- Approaches for Biosensors and Chemical Sensors”

14:50-15:10

Coffee Break and Group Photo

15:10-16:25

Session 1: 5 presentations-Topic: ―Composites and Functional Materials‖

April 14 (Sunday)
Venue: Digital Multipurpose Hall & Collaboration Room (2nd Floor)
8:20-9:00

Arrival Registration

9:00-9:35

Prof. Hongqi Sun
”Design of Metal-Free Materials for Energy and Environmental Applications”

9:35-10:10

Prof. Hiroyuki Nakamura
”Protein Engineering Using Chemical Labeling Technology”

10:10-10:30

Coffee Break & Group Photo

10:30-11:05

Prof. Xiaozhong Zhang
“Non-volatile Spin Logic Device of in-memory Computing”

11:05-11:40

Prof. King- Chuen Lin
”Synthesis and Characterization of Nanomaterials in Applications of Sensing and
Catalysis”

11:55-12:50

Lunch

Venue: ASIAN (上海台所 味庵)
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12:50-15:35

Session 2: 11 presentations
Topic: ―Phytochemistry and
Food Engineering‖

12:50-15:05

15:05-15:45

15:45-17:15

Session 3: 9 presentations
Topic: ―Environment and Chemical
Engineering‖

Coffee Break
Session 4: 6 presentations
Topic: ―Photoelectric Material
and Building Material‖

15:15-17:30

Session 5: 9 presentations
Topic: ―Material Processing and
Coating Technology‖

9:00-12:00

Poster Session (Collaboration Room)

18:00

Dinner
Venue: Royal Blue Seiyoken

*Tip: Please arrive at the Conference Room 10 minutes earlier and copy PPT/ PDF file into the laptop.
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APRIL 13

Collaboration Room

Session 1 (15:10-16:25)
Topic: “Composites and Functional Materials”
Session Chair: Prof. Kazushi Kinbara
CPC Carbon/silicon Composite as Anode Material for Lithium Ion Batteries
Wen-Ya Chung, Jow-Lay Huang and Chia-Chin Chang
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

D0006
(15:10-15:25)

D0014
(15:25-15:40)

Abstract-- Lithium ion battery is the energy storage device of choice for portable
electronic devices and electric vehicles owing to its high energy density,
lightweight and longer lifespan compared with other rechargeable batteries.
There are many types of anode materials for lithium ion batteries. In addition,
silicon has been considered as a promising alternative anode for next-generation
lithium ion batteries because of its high theoretical capacity (3580mAh/g),
relatively low working potential, and abundance in nature. However, one of the
key challenges for using silicon as anode is the large volume change upon
lithiation and delithiation, which causes a fast capacity fading. And unstable
formation of the solid-electrolyte interphase(SEI) on silicon will cause electrolyte
to be continually consumed. In carbon/silicon composite, carbon-based materials
can greatly enhance electrochemical performance of silicon anodes for lithium
ion battery. Carbon provides not only effective electron and Li-ion transport, but
also mechanical support and buffer volume expansion of silicon. Most
importantly, carbon-based materials act as effective barrier to prevent the
formation of unstable SEI on silicon. In this research, the CPC carbon/silicon
composite was prepared by using planetary ball-milling. Then, this composite
was heated to 700℃, 800℃ and 900℃ respectively for two hours by the Ar
gas-furnace. According to electrochemical measurements, this CPC
carbon/silicon composite demonstrated high capacity and good cycle ability after
100 cycle. Therefore, the CPC carbon/silicon composite can highly improve
cycling stability and decrease the fast capacity fading compared with pristine
silicon anode.
High-Throughput Screening of Doping Agents in Single-Drop Of Human Whole
Blood Using Octadecy-Modified Ordered Mesoporous Carbon as an Absorbent
Wang Jing
Jianghan University, China
Abatrct-- The abuse of doping agents is a growing worldwide concern in recent
years. However, the existing doping test methods cannot fulfil the current demand
of doping control due to complicated analytical procedures, large sample
- 19 -

consumption, and low sample throughput. Here we developed a new mass
spectrometry approach for fast and high-throughput screening of doping agents in
a single drop of human whole blood. This method was achieved based on
size-selective enrichment on a newly designed multi-functional adsorbent material
(octadecyl-modified ordered mesoporous carbon (C18-CMK-8)) and
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry
(MALDI-TOF MS). The C18-CMK-8 was facilely prepared by one-step chemical
binding of octadecyltrimethoxysilane to an ordered mesoporous carbon (CMK-8).
The nanosized pore structure of C18-CMK-8 can selectively enrich the low-mass
doping agents while excluding interferences from large molecules in whole blood;
meanwhile, the C18 alkyl chain can greatly enhance the affinity for a wide
spectrum of doping agents. The method was successfully applied to
simultaneously screen six doping agents in single-drop whole blood samples. The
LODs of the analytes were in the range of 0.05–0.1 ng/mL, and the recoveries
ranged from 67.2% to 114.3%. With distinct advantages such as high throughput,
rapidness, minimal sample requirement, and high selectivity and sensitivity, this
work not only offers a new promising tool for doping control in large sports
meets, but also demonstrates a new adsorbent for analytical sample preparation.
Materials Fabrication Toward Resistive Switching Memory Using Co-Operative
Techniques
Mabkhoot A. Alsaiari and Brian E. Hayden
Najran University, Saudia Arabia

D1003
(15:40-15:55)

Abstract-- Titanium dioxide thin films with thickness variation (10 nm – 50 nm) are
deposited on platinized substrates by co-operative techniques. An amorphous and
crystalline titania were successfully prepared and characterised. Cu were used as top
electrode. The I-V characteristic exhibit bipolar switching behaviour. The localized
filaments can be switched repetitively with a resistance ratio of 30. Our findings
underline that Cu diffusion and the formation of filaments are the major mechanism
for the resistive switching in Cu/TiO2/Pt cells. In the initial stage of high throughput
screening, we intend to assess the thickness and contact pad dependence of this
switching behaviour as a function IC.

Study on Preparation of Continuous Carbon Fiber Reinforced Thermosets
Filament for Composites 3D Printing
Yih-Lin Cheng and Liang-Yu Chen
National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taiwan

D0030
(15:55-16:10)

Abstract-- In addition to new process development, expanding the material
variety is also an important trend in 3D printing industry. Most of the 3D printing
materials fall in polymer and metal categories, whereas fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP) composite materials are still very limited. So far, short fiber and continuous
fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites have been used in 3D printing, but there
are still big gaps to meet the needs in industrial FRP composite applications. In
our research, a new 2-stage process approach was developed to print continuous
fiber in thermoset matrix. The continuous carbon fiber reinforced thermosets
filaments were first prepared, and then the filament, mixed with more matrix
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material, was extruded through a nozzle and photocured layer by layer. The
properties of the filament would critically affect the performance in the latter
printing stage. Therefore, this study focused on the process of filament
preparation. In particular, parameters of viscosity of matrix material, K number of
the fiber, and the nozzle size were investigated. Scanning electron microscope
(SEM) was utilized to observe the cross-sectional microstructure of the filament.
Suitable combination of the parameters would be suggested to obtain filaments
with less voids inside.
Different Preparation Methods of Ni-FAU(Y) Zeolite for Nitric Oxide Reduction
Patcharin Worathanakul and Nattachar Rakpasert
King Mongkut's University of Technology North Bangkok, Thailand

D2011
(16:10-16:25)

Abstract-- The effect of Ni cation supported on FAU(Y) zeolite was prepared by
aqueous solution ion exchange and incipient wetness impregnation methods in
the selective catalytic reduction of nitric oxide using hydrogen as the reactant in
packed bed reactor. 0.5 and 3.5 wt% of Ni (II) metals were loaded in the
FAU(Y) zeolite. The samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction, X-ray
fluorescence and scanning electron microscope. The obtained Ni/FAU has
enlarged pore size of octahedral shaped crystals with approximately 0.22 ± 0.085
μm diameter. Ni loading did not change the structure of FAU(Y) zeolite. Ni (II)
loading with 3.5 wt% to FAU-Y zeolite by incipient wetness impregnation
method was shown higher nitric oxide conversion than aqueous solution ion
exchange method.
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Plasmon Resonance Energy Transfer from Gold Sea-Urchin-Shaped
Nanoparticles to Cu2O Nanoparticles in Photoelectrochemical Carbon Dioxide
Reduction
Vu Thi Huong, Yen-Hsun Su and Chia-Wei Chang
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

D0029
(Poster 1)

D0020
(Poster 2)

Abstract-- Over the past decades, there have been numerous researches indicating
that Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) hold great potential in photoelectrochemical
applications due to their tunable photocatalytic properties by controlling their size
and shape. In this study, we successfully fabricated spherical GNPs via an
environment-friendly method utilizing Trisodium Citrate. The GNPs were then
turned into Gold sea-urchin-shaped nanoparticles (GSU-NPs) by using different
amount of Hydroquinone. After successfully synthesizing GNPs and GSU-NPs,
these nanoparticles were decorated on Cuprous Oxide (Cu2O) nanoparticles with
different morphologies e.g, Truncated Cubic, Cuboctahedral, Truncated
Octahedral and Octahedral. These composites then were mixed with
3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene-polystyrenesulfonate (PDOT: PSS) and coated on
Indium tin oxide (ITO) glass to prepare thin film electrodes which acted as
working electrodes in the photoelectrochemical cell. The resulting GNPs,
GSU-NPs and Cu2O nanoparticles in this experiment were characterized by
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), High Resolution-Transmission electron microscopy
(HR-TEM),
Scanning
electron
microscope
(SEM),
Ultraviolet-visible/Near-infrared spectroscopy (UV-Vis/NIR), Cyclic Voltammetry
(CV), Linear Sweep Voltammetry (JV) and Photoluminescence Spectroscopy
(PL). Finally, a system for CO2 reduction will be formed and the gaseous or liquid
products generated from the system will be characterized using Gas
Chromatography (GC) and High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC).
The results indicated that the size and shapes of GNPs, GSU-NPs and Cu2O
nanoparticles are highly stable, and also some factors have demonstrated
significant effects on the formation of these nanomaterials. In this study, an
in-depth insight into the role of plasmonic metal-semiconductor photocatalysts in
the enhancement of photoelectrocatalytic activities was demonstrated. Moreover,
the facet-dependent photoelectrocatalytic activity of GNPs or GSU-NPs decorated
onto Cu2O nanoparticles with different morphologies have been revealed.
Morphology, Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Poly(Lactic
Acid)/Propylene-Ethylene Copolymer/Cellulose Composites
Sirirat Wacharawichanant, Patteera Opasakornwong, Ratchadakorn Poohoi
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and Manop Phankokkruad
Silpakorn University, Thailand
Abstract-- This work studied the effects of various types of cellulose fibers on the
morphology, mechanical and thermal properties of poly(lactic acid)
(PLA)/propylene-ethylene copolymer (PEC) (90/10 w/w) blends. The PLA/PEC
blends before and after adding cellulose fibers were prepared by melt blending
method in the internal mixer. The PLA blends and composites were melt mixed by
an internal mixer and molded by compression method. The morphological
analysis observed that the presence of cellulose in PLA did not change the phase
morphology of PLA, and PLA/cellulose composite surfaces were observed the
cellulose fibers inserted in PLA matrix and fiber pull-out. The phase morphology
of PLA/PEC blends was changed to ductile fracture behavior and showed the
phase separation between PLA and PEC phases. The presence of celluloses did
not improve the compatibility between PLA and PEC phases. The tensile stress
and strain curves found that the tensile stress of PLA was highest value. The
addition of all celluloses increased Young‘s modulus of PLA. The PEC presence
increased the tensile strain of PLA over two times when compared with neat PLA
and PLA was toughened by PEC. The tensile properties showed the addition of
celluloses increased Young‘s modulus of PLA and the presence of PEC could
improve the strain at break of PLA. The incorporation of cellulose fibers in
PLA/PEC blends could improve the Young‘s modulus, tensile strength and stress
at break of the blends. The thermal stability showed that the degradation
temperatures of all types of cellulose was less than the degradation temperatures
of PLA. Thus, the incorporation of cellulose in PLA could not enhance the
thermal stability of PLA composites and PLA/PEC composites. The degradation
temperature of PEC was highest value, but it could not improve the thermal
stability of PLA. The incorporation of cellulose fibers had no effect on the
melting temperature of the PLA blend and composites.
Materials Genome Initiative in Hydrogen Evaluation of Nature Pigments Coated
Titanium Dioxide
Sheng-Lung Tu, Yen-Hsun Su, I-Cheng Kuo and Jyh-Ming Ting
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

D0025
(Poster 3)

Abstract-- Hydrogen energy is a kind of fuel gas, which has three times larger
energy storage then petrochemical one. Hydrogen combustion emits water and
reduces carbon dioxides emission. But efficiency of the electric power converting
into hydrogen power is still not high. Recently, human being learns the leaves to
convert solar energy into chemical storage energy.
Solar energy is utilized to generate hydrogen energy by photochemical reaction.
Nature pigments coated Titanium Dioxide thin film serve as the photosensitizer in
visible light regime. The excited electron from HOMO to LUMO in nature
pigments transports to the conduction band of Titanium dioxide, and then inject
into cathode to reduce hydrogen ion into hydrogen gas. However, the hydrogen
evaluation lacks to be optimized in photochemical reaction. In this study, we
collect 126 data about hydrogen evaluation in the nature pigments coated
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Titanium Dioxide thin film system. Moreover, the genetic algorithm (GA) in
artificial neural network is utilized to optimize the hydrogen evaluation.
Numerous algorithms are available for training neural network models. Genetic
algorithm (GA) in artificial neural network can be served as a straightforward
application of optimization theory and statistical estimation. A deep belief
network (DBN) (more than 3 layers neural networks) is a probabilistic, generative
model made up of multiple layers of hidden units. Dynamic types allow more of
these to change during the learning process. The criterion of learning process is as
the followings. The learning process is up to 2,000,000 times. Root mean square
(RMS) is less than 0.001. False rate is less than 0.00001.
The genetic algorithm (GA) is investigated the combination between nature
pigments and hydrogen evaluation to practice the materials genome initiative
(MGI) in hydrogen evaluation of nature pigments coated titanium dioxide.
Photoelectrocatalytic Degradation of Insecticide by ITO/WO3 Electrode
Farut Supanantin and Chatchai Ponchio
Rajamangala University of Technology Thanyaburi, Thailand

D0023
(Poster 4)

D0026
(Poster 5)

Abstract-- The photoelectrocatalytic for insecticide degradation has been
investigated using the developed WO3 prepared by the electrodeposition method
on indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate. The prepared WO3 electrode was studied the
optical properties and photoelectrocatalytic activity by UV/visible
spectrophotometer and potentiostat after calcinated at 500 ◦C for 30 min. The
photoelectrocatalytic efficiency (PEC) of the prepared WO3 electrodes has been
evaluated in function of insecticide degradation under visible light irradiation. The
insecticide degradation efficiency was optimized with an applied potential of 1.0
V vs. Ag/AgCl in Na2SO4 solutionThe catalytic mechanism for insecticide
degradation in term of the photoelectrocatalytic (PEC), electrocatalytic(EC) and
photocatalytic (PC) were studied. The results revealed that photoelectrochemical
oxidation using WO3 anodes was an efficient method for the elimination of
insecticide in aqueous solution.
A material Genome Approach for Exploration of Perovskite Type High Entropy
Oxides Using Density Functional Theory
Yi-Hsing Yu, Chao-Cheng Kaun and Yen-Hsun Su
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Abstract-- Recently, a new class of entropy-stabilized oxide ceramics, known as
high entropy oxides (HEOs) have drawn significant attention since they were
discovered. These compounds contain multiple, near-equal molar cations that
substitute one crystal sublattice in a single phase, such as rocksalt, fluorite, spinel
and perovskite structures. Due to they are composed of various elements, they
may allow tailoring physical properties to meet the requirements for applications.
On the other side, owing to their large phase space, there are still many
unexplored compostion for this class of materials. Among different structures of
high entropy oxides, ABO3 perovskits have remarkable stability with respect to
cation substitution. Besides, transion metal based perovskits oxides have been
most extensively studied because of their unique physical properties. Moreover,
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perovskite oxides have diverse physical properties for applications in many areas.
Once we understand perovskite oxides‘s property well, advances in these
materials can be achieved. In this research, transition metal based perovskite type
high entropy oxides La-TM-O3 (TM=Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) with substituted
transition metal cations in B-sited and single element- Lanthanum (La) in A-site
were investigated using first-principles calculations. To show the effect of
introducing selected transition metal in different composition, the structural
parameters, electronic structure, spin densities and partial densities of states of
them are compared and discussed. These studies lead to a theoretical
understanding and potential advantages of transition metal based perovskite type
high entropy oxides and can help predict and elaborate electronic structures of
other perovskite type high entropy oxides with similar compositions to enrich
Material Genome Initiative.
Nitric Oxide Delivery Using Polymeric Nanoparticles: Influence of
Nanoparticles Morphology on Release Properties and Bioapplications
Zahra Sadrearhami and Cyrille Boyer
The University of New South Wales, Australia

D1002
(Poster 6)

D0028
(Poster 7)

Abstract-- Infectious diseases caused by multidrug-resistant bacteria are a
significant problem in healthcare and traditional antibiotics are ineffective to fully
eradicate these microorganisms. One approach to overcome this global challenge
involves the use of nitric oxide (NO) molecule. However, the practical
applications of this molecule have been hindered by its poor stability and lack of
localized delivery. Incorporation of polymers in NO delivery has been shown a
promising strategy that may surmount these weaknesses. Herein, we report the
synthesis and characterization of NO loaded polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) for
antimicrobial applications. Polymeric NPs of different morphologies (spheres and
worms) were synthesized by polymerizing glycidyl methacrylate using a visible
light mediated polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA) approach. NPs were
subsequently post-modified with benzylamine and then treated with NO gas to
generate NONOate functionalized NPs. Interestingly, the NO release rates and
dispersal of biofilm were found to strongly depend on the NP morphology. NPs
with a higher aspect ratio (worms) exhibited slower NO release and more
sustained antimicrobial activity (85% reduction in biofilm biomass) for a
prolonged period compared to spherical NPs which can be attributed to the slower
water diffusion into the NPs. NO released from the spherical NPs could disperse
biofilms after a shorter incubation period compared with worm-like NPs.
Enhanced Photoelectrochemical Water Splitting Performance of Nickel Oxide
Electrodes by Mixing ZrO2
Cheng-Lin Tsai, Chia-Wei Chang, Min-Hsiung Hon and Yen-Hsun Su
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Abstract-- Hydrogen is a kind of clean energy source and gets large attentions
recently. It is used to avoid the emitting of harmful gases and prevent the
greenhouse effect. In this research, the low-cost and good stability material,
Nickel(II) oxide (NiO), is used to serve as the photoelectrode of water splitting to
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generate the hydrogen. The Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), is
served as the precursor to prepare the NiO thin films. The submicron particles of
ZrO2 are added into the NiO thin film layer to observe and improve the efficiency
of the device. The hydrothermal and drop casting method are used in fabrication
of the samples. After the Nickel hydroxide (Ni(OH)2) is produced, the heat
treatment is applied to transform Ni(OH)2 into NiO thin films. The different ratio
of oxygen/nitrogen is used in this heat treatment. The properties of NiO layers and
the effects of process are examed. Using Nickel(II) oxide (NiO) as photoelectrode
in photoelectrochemical (PEC) system to generate hydrogen and oxygen with
high efficiency faced some problem, because of its wide energy gap (3.6-4.0 eV).
Doing water splitting using NiO as photoelectrode through defect states is a
feasible way. And adding the high refractive index material like ZrO2 can cause
enhancement in water splitting process by trapping photons. The structure of
cubic phase NiO and monoclinic phase of ZrO2 are characterized by XRD
measurement. Absorption spectra of NiO is measured by UV–visible
spectroscopy. The morphology and film thickness of samples are investigated by
Scanning Electron Microscope. An electrochemical analyzer (CH Instruments) is
combined with AM 1.5G to carry out the experiments of hydrogen generation and
to obtain the electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS). On the basis of our results,
the photocurrent of NiO films mixing with ZrO2 particles has been enhanced
when it is compared to the pure ones. The enhanced PEC water splitting activity
with a photocurrent density of 6.7 A/m2 is measured at 0.65 V under AM 1.5G
illumination.
A Nonenzymatic Electrochemical H2O2 Sensor Based on MnFe2O4/rGO
Nanocomposite
Xueling Zhao, Beilei Xie, Zhanhong Li, Cheng Chen and Zhigang Zhu
Shanghai Polytechnic University, China

D0045
(Poster 8)

D0002
(Poster 9)

Abstract--There is a great demand for the fast and accurate sensing of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) in environmental monitoring, food industry, clinical,
pharmaceutical and other fields. Due to the high sensitivity, fast response and
low detection limit, electrochemical method is considered as an ideal analytical
strategy. In this study, the manganese ferrite/reduced graphene oxide
(MnFe2O4/rGO) composite was prepared via a one-pot solvothermal synthesis
method. And the electrocatalytic properties toward the reduction of H2O2 under
neutral conditions were systematically studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
chronoamperometry methods. Thanks to the good synergetic effect of
MnFe2O4/rGO nanocomposite on the reaction of H2O2, the developed biosensor
exhibits a fast and linear amperometric response upon H2O2. The linear range of
MnFe2O4/rGO is 0.05~3.6 mM (R2 = 0.9984), with a detection limit of 3.323 μM
(S/N = 3). The biosensor also exhibited high sensitivity, high reproducibility and
good anti-interferent ability, and thus has certain value on the practical
applications.
Test Method for Plane Stress Fracture Toughness of Thin Sheet Metal
Wen Zheng , Kai-Ye Xiao, Hai Xu and Zhi-Wei Guo
Research Institute of Physical and Chemical Engineering of Nuclear Industry,
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China
Abstract-- In this paper, the plane stress fracture toughness (KC) of sheet metal
similar to 60Si2Mn with a thickness of about 0.9mm is measured through the
central crack tensile specimen (MT specimen) and the compact tensile specimen
(CT specimen). The compliance calibration curve and KR curve are obtained on
the basis of the reasonably designed fixture and anti-buckling device. Then the
KC values are calculated by CT specimens. This paper also discussed the
minimum plate width when MT specimens satisfied the requirements for validity
judgement.
Temperature-dependent Photoluminescence Studies of CsPb(Br/I)3 Perovskite
Quantum Dots
W. T. Wu, Y. C. Lee, L. Y. Chen, K. K. Tiong and R. E. Hong
National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan

D0032
(Poster 10)

D0034
(Poster 11)

Abstract-- Recently, all-inorganic lead halide perovskite quantum dots (QDs)
have been attached much attention photovoltaic and optoelectronic applications
due to their excellent luminescent properties. In this work, the luminescence
mechanism of CsPb(Br/I)3 perovskite QDs are investigated by using steady-state
and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy with temperature
dependence. Temperature-dependent PL spectroscopy has been considered as an
appropriate tool to provide insight into the exciton behavior of semiconductors.
By the analysis of PL peak energy, line-width and integrated intensity as functions
of temperature, the fundamental photophysical properties of CsPb(Br/I) 3
perovskite QDs, such as exciton dissociation processes, exciton−phonon
interactions, or thermal quenching behavior can be further discussed.
Time-resolved PL is measured by exciting luminescence from a sample with a
pulsed light source, and then measuring the subsequent decay in PL as a function
of time. The effects of excitonic correlations on the excited-state relaxation
dynamics can be clarified by describing the PL decay. The detailed understanding
of luminescence characteristics in CsPb(Br/I)3 perovskite QDs can benefit the
development of novel optoelectronic devices based on perovskite materials.
Surface Plasmon Resonance of Gold Nanoparticles Evaluated by Genetic
Algorithm as Materials Genome Initiative Database
Yen-Hsun Su, Jen-Sue Chen, Jih-Jen Wu and Chao-Cheng Kaun
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Abstract-- Surface plasmon resonance of novel metal nanoparticles plays an
important role in the field of solar cell, photovoltagic device, medical sensors,
quantum computer, plasmon waveguide, and plasmonic laser. Surface plasmon
resonance of novel metal nanoparticles is very sensitive of the physical and
chemical characteristics of the environment. The physical characteristics include
refractive indexes, metal elements, sizes, shapes, and particles density. In
additions, chemical characteristics include chemical binding and surfactant
molecules. Recently, surface plasmon propagates coherent wave and energy with
high response time. Surface plasmon is converts energy of coherent wave into hot
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electron or excited electron in the interface between metal and semiconductor,
which is applied in the field of photocurrent device.
The physical and chemical characteristics of the environment affect surface
plasmon resonance. Electromagnetic Maxwell's equations prediction of surface
plasmon resonance, including Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD), Discrete
Dipole Approximation (DDA), and Finite Element Method (FEM), is usually an
important technology and tool for the design, simulation, and optimization of
components. Novel metal nanoparticles are easy to aggregate. In order to protect
nanoparticles from aggregating, surfactant or protected-surface molecules are
utilized. However, chemical characteristic is too complexing by utilizing
surfactant or protected-surface molecules to evaluate surface plasmon resonance
by physical simulation. In this study, we try to investigate surface plasmon
resonance by machine learning and data mining. We collect 105 data with surface
plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles under different size and environment.
And then the artificial neural networks combining with genetic algorithm (GA) is
utilized to train deep machine learning. The criterion of learning process is as the
followings. The learning process is up to 2,500,000 times. Root mean square
(RMS) is less than 0.001. False rate is less than 0.00001. Genetic algorithms are
commonly used to generate high-quality solutions to optimization and search
problems by relying on bio-inspired operators such as mutation, crossover and
selection. Surface plasmon resonances of gold nanoparticles are predicted in the
range of refractive index from 1.0 to 1.5 and size from 5 nm to 120 nm.
Materials genome initiative database of surface plasmon resonance is set up by
the artificial neural networks combining with genetic algorithm (GA).
Anti-Counterfeiting Layer of 2D Colloidal Crystal Based Photonic Material
Cheng Chen, Xiaohui Wang, Zhiqiang Dong, Gong Chen and Zhigang Zhu
Shanghai Polytechnic University, China

D0047
(Poster 12)

D0039
(Poster 13)

Abstract-- A facile approach of robust polymer-based two-dimensional (2D)
colloidal crystal (CC) layers was presented. This technology enables the
convenient fabrication of an anti-counterfeiting coating with a polymeric 2D CC,
allowing the fast preparation of functional polymer photonic materials. Briefly, a
2D CC was prepared by self-assembly of polystyrene (PS) submicrospheres,
which was then transferred to substrates by adhesive polymeric solution and
cured to form a photonic film. Such photonic films strongly and angle
dependently diffract visible light, and the high transparency of the photonic
layers ensured the readout from the substrate. The PC layers can also prevent the
re-write or re-print on the substrate, indicating the poten tial applications in
colorful and anti-counterfeiting coating materials.
Improvement of Poly(Lactic Acid) Properties by Using Acrylonitrile-Butadiene
Rubber and Polyethylene-g-Maleic Anhydride
Sirirat Wacharawichanant, Chawisa Wisuttrakarn, Kasana Chomphunoi and
Manop Phankokkruad
Silpakorn University, Thailand
Abstract--

This

research
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prepared

poly(lactic

acid)

(PLA)

and

PLA/acrylonitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) blends before and after adding
polyethylene-g-maleic anhydride with 3 wt% of maleic anhydride (PE-g-MA3) 3
phr. The effects of NBR and PE-g-MA3 on morphological, mechanical and
thermal properties of PLA and PLA blends were discussed. The morphological
analysis observed the two-phase morphology of PLA/NBR blends, and it was
observed the cavities generated due to NBR phase detachment during sample
fracture, and droplets of NBR phase at higher NBR content. The PE-g-MA3
addition could improve adhesion between PLA and NBR phases due to the
decrease of cavities in PLA matrix and droplet size of NBR. The mechanical
properties showed the impact strength and strain at break of PLA/NBR blends
dramatically increased when amount of NBR increasing. The addition of
PE-g-MA3 significantly improved the impact strength of PLA/NBR blends. The
thermal properties showed the NBR addition had effect slightly on the melting
temperature of PLA/NBR blends. The filling of NBR and PE-g-MA3 greatly
decreased the percent crystallinity of PLA more than two times. The thermal
degradation of pure PLA and NBR proceeds by one step, while the thermal
degradation process of PLA/NBR and PLA/PE-g-MA3 proceeds by two steps.
Which the first step showed a large mass loss of PLA degradation, and the
seconds step showed small mass loss of PE-g-MA and NBR degradation.
Study of Photovoltaic Solar Materials Development Trend by Deductive Logic
Method Using Big Data
Yi-Huei Su and Jung-Hua Wu
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

D0041
(Poster 14)

D0048
(Poster 15)

Abstract-- In recent years, the development of solar materials in the field of
science and technology has experienced many major breakthroughs. This study
collects relevant data to evaluate the development of solar energy technology
based on deductive reasoning approach in the popular types of solar materials and
research topics, and then utilize big data to investigate the trend of smart materials
development in solar energy research. This study aims to understand the impact of
materials science on the development of photovoltaic solar energy and understand
the trends in the research field from the number of published journals in past
years.
The period of study in this paper is from 1970 to 2018. The research scope is
limited to an analysis of solar journals from Web of Science®, which indicates
that various solar materials have very obvious difference in growth trends.
From 1970 to 2010, although the United States was the country with the largest
number of published solar journals, the percentage gradually decreased. Then
from 2011 to 2018, China became the first among the top countries in solar
energy materials publications.Among them, the field of "Dye- sensitized solar"
grew the most, the highest research publications in the field of solar energy
research is "Materials science".
Highly Sensitve H2S Gas Sensors Based on Flower-like WO3/CuO Composites
Operating at Low Temperature
Lili Xie, Meng He and Zhigang Zhu
Shanghai Polytechnic University, China
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Abstract-- H2S is an acute toxic substance, even inhaling a small amount of high
concentration can result in fatality. Many metal semiconductor gas sensors can
detect H2S gas. Pure WO3 nanoparticles, nanofibers and nanofims can detect H2S
gas at ppm level. Whileas the poor selectivity and higher operating temperature
block its practical application. Until now, there are few reports about H2S
sensors based on nanosheet assembled WO3 structures. Pure CuO has more
advantage to detect sub-ppm concentrations of H2S gas reversibly at room
temperature. But at higher concentrations, CuO sensing response to H2S becomes
irreversible. To composite with other metal oxides is a better method to overcome
this problem.
The WO3/CuO composites were prepared and utilized as the sensing materials to
H2S in this work. Flower-like WO3, WO3/CuO composites and CuO
nanoparticles were prepared by a typical hydrothermal method. From the FESEM
image of the WO3 in Fig. 1, the WO3 microspheres are uniform and have
flower-like morphology, assembled by nanosheets. WO3/CuO composites is
similar in appearance as the flower-like WO3. However, the surface of
nanosheets becomes rough due to the modification of CuO nanoparticles. CuO
nanoparticles are uniform particles of 50-100 nm agglomerated together. The
TEM results show that WO3 is mainly nanosheets (Fig.2a), pure CuO
nanoparticles have a diameter of 50-100 nm (Fig.2b), Fig. 2c-d indicate that the
surface of the WO3 nanosheet is covered with many CuO particles, and the rules
of the lattice in SAED (Fig. 2g) illustrate that WO3/CuO composite is single
crystal structure as well. A clear boundary can be observed in Fig. 2h, indicating
that p-n heterojunction formed between WO3 nanosheet and CuO nanoparticle.
Fig. 3 shows that the sensitivity of the sensor based on WO3/CuO composites
obtained the highest sensitivity at 80 oC, the value is 105.14, 20 times higher
than flower-like WO3 based sensor. WO3/CuO composites with 7:1 molar ratio
was responsive to 5 ppm H2S at room temperature (28 oC), and its sensitivity
could be reached 16. Fig. 4 shows that the sensors based on WO3/CuO composite
always have good selectivity for H2S gas. The response of WO3/CuO composites
to H2S gas is only 42 s, once it was exposed to 5 ppm H2S gas. However, it takes
more than 3500 s to recover about 33% of the maximum value after removing the
H2S gas. This sensor also has good stability and repeatability. The sensing
mechanism was also discussed.
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Session 2 (12:50-15:35)
Topic: “Phytochemistry and Food Engineering”
Session Chair: Prof. King- Chuen Lin
Neuroprotective Effect of Some Plant Extracts Against H2O2 Oxidative Agent in
Neuroblastoma Cell Line
Farah Jabbar Hashim, Kanit Vichitphan and Sukanda Vichitphan
Khon Kaen University, Thailand
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Abatrct-- Introduction: Plant-derived active compounds are exists in medicinal
plants and herbs; they consist of various kinds of phytochemical molecules known
to have oxidative scavenger capacity in addition to other biological activates. In
this study four different plants (Panax ginseng, Alpinia galanga, Vitis vinifera and
Moringa oleifera) and plant parts (rhizomes, leaves and seeds) were used to
investigate neuroblastoma cytotoxicity and determine their neuroprotective
activity against H2O2 stress.
Materials and Methods: Plant parts were dried, powdered and extracted with
95% ethanol for Alpinia galanga and with 70% ethanol for Panax ginseng, Vitis
vinifera and Moringa oleifera then were evaporated by rotary evaporator.
Cytotoxicity
was
determined
for
each
extract
by
3-(4,5-Dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide (MTT assay).
IC40 of each extract was chosen to test neuroprotective role against H2O2 radicals.
SHSY5Y neuroblastoma cells were incubated with extracts individually as
triplicate for 6 hrs and then exposed to 50 µM H2O2 for 1 hr. The protected viable
SHSY5Y neuroblastoma cells were investigated by MTT assay.
Results: results showed that Panax ginseng rhizomes extract gave highest
neuroprotective activity followed by Alpinia galanga leaves extract as 51% and
44% viable cell, respectively. Neuroprotection effect by Alpinia galanga activity
rhizomes was 40% while Vitis vinifera, Panax ginseng leaves and Moringa
oleifera leaves extracts showed law protection activity against H2O2.
Conclusions: It concluded that Panax ginseng rhizomes extract exhibited the
highest neuroprotection effect among others.
Composition and Diversity of Endophytic Bacterial Community in Seeds of
Hybrid Maize Combinations (Zea Mays L.) and Their Parental Lines
Yang Liu
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China
Abstrct-- Maize (Zea mays L.) is the most abundant food crops in China. This
research aimed to investigate the composition and diversity of endophytic
bacterial community among hybrid maize and their parental lines in order to
reveal the potential relationship and association of endophytic bacteria between
maize genotypes and their genetic relevance. In this study, the seeds of four
hybrid maize combinations and their five parental lines were collected to
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investigate their endophytic bacteria. 575 core OTUs were revealed in both hybrid
and parental varieties, which occupied over 98% of sequenced reads, classified to
phylum Proteobacteria, Firmicutes and Actinobacteria. Most OTUs belonged to
Proteobacteria, and Enterobacter (23.2%), Shigella (21.2%), Pseudomonas
(15.8%) and Achromobacter (10.1%) were the major genus. Also, the composition
and diversity of endophytic bacterial community were obviously inconsistent
from different host seed genotype, that is the seeds of four hybrid maize
combinations and their parental lines, and the female parental line showed more
affection on the endophytes of its hybrid variety. As we know, this is the first time
to use high-throughput sequencing (HTS) technology for investigating the
composition and diversity of endophytic bacterial community in seeds of hybrid
maize varieties and their parental lines, revealing the endophytic bacterial
composition in maize seeds and the correlation between endophytic diversity with
seed genotypes. This study would provide a necessary basis for future research on
the vertical transmission of endophytes between maize generations.
Cheese Analogue Formulation of Sweet Corn Extract Using Lime Extract
Nur Aini, V. Prihananto, Budi Sustriawan, Riza Nur Ramadhan and Didik
Romadhon
Jenderal Soedirman University, Indonesia

D2013
(13:20-13:35)

D2022
(13:35-13:50)

Abstract-- Cheese is not only made from cow's milk, but can also be made from a
mixture of vegetable extracts, including corn extract. In making this Cheese
analogue, papain is used as a clump since it is cheaper than the rennet enzyme.
Lime is used to create the process to be acidic so isoelectric conditions are
achieved. Maltodextrin functions to increase the volume and total solids so the
yield is higher. The purpose of this study is 1) to find out the composition of the
optimum formula between lime extract, papain and maltodextrin to make Cheese
analogue from sweet corn extract with high yield and protein and good sensory
properties 2) to know the physicochemical and sensory characteristics of Cheese
analogue in the optimum formula. The experimental design used was response
surface methodology with 3 factors namely 1) lime extract, 2) papain 3)
maltodextrin. The results of the study produced the optimum Cheese analogue to
coin formula from corn extract with the addition of lime extract 2,283%, papain
0.022% and maltodextrin 15%. The characteristics of Spreadable Cheese analogue
are the yield of 20.3%; pH 5.4; 14oBrix dissolved solids; water content 65.3%,
protein content 13.5% and fat content 4.6%. Cheese analogue has sensory
characteristics of soft texture, spread evenly, yellowish-white color, typical color
of cheese and preferred by panelists. Thus, sweet corn is potentially used as a raw
material for making low-fat cheese.
The Policosanol Extraction and Composition Characterization from Wheat Straw
By-Product of Thai Wheat Varieties
Anakhaorn Srisaipet, Pattita Luangpitak and Phonsawan Potisen
Maejo University, Thailand
Abstrct-- Policosanol is a group of long chain primary aliphatic alcohols (20-36
carbon), which are constituents of plant epicuticular waxes. Policosanol enriched
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dietary supplements and functional foods are commercially available in the world
market for their low density lipoprotein lowering properties. The presence of
policosanol in the surfaces layer of wheat straw has been reported previously. The
of this study was to examine the Policosanol extraction technique and
composition from wheat straw by-product of Thai wheat varieties. This study
show that the suitable solvent selection is the most important step in policosanol
extraction and purification for optimizing recovery of aspiring to the main
components from a complex mixture. Policosanol from wheat straw contain
octadecanol, eicosanol, tetracosanol, hexacosanol and octacosanol. Specifically,
wheat straw exhibit highest octacosanol content ratio in MJU 3, MJU 2 and Fahng
60 varieties, respectively. This study demonstrated that wheat varieties grown
under identical growing conditions and management have differ significant
effects on policosanol composition.
Importance of Charge Transfer in Cyclodextrin Complexation with Food
Additives
Chunhua Yin, Yang Jiang, Hai Yan and Haiyang Zhang
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

D2015
(13:50-14:05)

D2023
(14:05-14:20)

Abstract-- Cyclodextrins (CDs) are extensively used in food engineering to
improve stability, solubility, and taste of aromatic food additives via host−guest
interactions. Charge transfer (CT) is a nontrivial driving force in the CD
complexation with guest molecules. Here we used computational methods of
quantum mechanics, docking, and molecular dynamics (MD) to investigate α-CD
complexes with aromatic compounds of benzoic acid, benzoate, and propyl
p-hydroxybenzoate. A better agreement with experiments when considering
host−guest CT was observed in generating guest orientation within α-CD cavity in
the docking and enlarging the difference in the binding strength in potential of
mean force MD calculations, compared to that without CT. Energy
decompositions indicate that the CT influence is substantial and there are
considerable compensating effects of individual contributions from the binding
partners and surrounding water. The abnormal binding strength of α-CD with the
alike guests can be rationalized in terms of hydrogen bonding, extent of
host−guest CT, and dipole arrangement of guest relative to host. The charge
transfer reduces the total dipole of α-CD by about 9% and probably alters its
dipole direction affecting guest association. This work highlights the importance
of host−guest charge transfer in CD complexation with aromatic food additives
and is valuable for a better understanding of cyclodextrin applications in food
chemistry.
Glucose Biosensor Based on the Fe3O4/Lig/PDA-GOx Hybrid Platform and Its
Comparison with Other Testing Techniques on Commercial Food-Samples
Artur Jędrzak, Tomasz Rębiś, Maria Kuznowicz and Teofil Jesionowski
Poznan University of Technology, Poland
Abstract-- The development of the technology has contributed to the
intensification of research into the creation of more significant hybrid materials.
Such a demands can be fulfilled by various inorganic-organic components that
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were previously widely used in many fields in science and also in many kinds of
industries. Crucial development of biosensor systems started after the first
biosensor containing glucose oxidase was developed by Clark and Lyons (1962).
To this day, many scientists are working on new methods to design and build
more selective, stable, sensitive biosensor. Novel innovative materials for glucose
biosensor have gained enormous attention due to the need for an effective and
badget kind of biodetectors. Glucose monitoring has become an essential part of
diabetes care, and is also of importance in the food industry. However, the
measurements are often subject to certain limitations and errors. These may result
from many factors, including the strip manufacturing process, storage,
temperature, coding, aging, etc.
Herein, we have discussed the measurements of glucose in real samples using
techniques such as photometric assay, glucometers, and using our proposed
biosensor. The biosensor‘s platforms based on the multicomponent material
magnetite/lignin/polydopamine-glucose oxidase with addition of ferrocene and
the dedicated carbon paste electrode (CPE/Fe3O4/Lig/PDA/GOx/Fc) were
fabricated for glucose detection in real, commercially available glucose-based
samples. The platform has interesting features like improved thermal, stability,
excellent adhesion for organic materials, transferability of electrons etc.. Greater
material stability and durability and the extension of its attractiveness, compared
to the current commercial products, can be used in determining the level of
glucose in different media like body fluids, juices, fruits. The proposed biosensor
based on Fe3O4/Lig/PDA-GOx hybrid platform indicates its promising
applicability as biodetector in food industry and diabetes care.
Effects of Potassium-Solubilizing Bacteria and Photosynthetic Bacteria on the
Salt Tolerance of Maize
Xiaolu Liu
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

D2017
(14:20-14:35)

Abstract-- The purpose of this study was to determine the positive effects of
potassium-solubilizing bacteria and photosynthetic bacteria on the salt tolerance
of maize. We selected the maize inbred lines USTB-265 (salt-sensitive),
USTB-109 (moderately salt-tolerant), and USTB-297 (salt-tolerant) to investigate
their growth characteristics, enzyme activity, and gene expression in response to
inoculation with photosynthetic bacteria and potassium-solubilizing bacteria
under salt-stress conditions. Photosynthetic bacteria and potassium-solubilizing
bacteria inoculation significantly enhanced the expression of antioxidant
enzyme-related genes and increased the activities of the antioxidant enzymes
superoxide dismutase, catalase, and ascorbate peroxidase. In addition, inoculation
with photosynthetic bacteria more efficiently improved maize salt tolerance than
inoculation with potassium-solubilizing bacteria. While the effects of these
bacteria differed among the three maize lines, both photosynthetic bacteria and
potassium-solubilizing bacteria can enhance salt tolerance in maize. Soil
salinization is one of the most critical factors affecting maize growth. These two
types of bacteria (e.g., Bacillus mojavensis JK07 and Rhodopseudomonas
palustris) have proven useful in salinized agricultural lands as bio-inoculants to
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increase crop productivity.
Oil-in-Water (O/W) Nanoemulsion Loaded by Terpineol
Lorena de Oliveira Felipe, Juliano Lemos Bicas, Noamane Taarji, Isao
Kobayashi, Mitsutoshi Nakajima and Marcos Antônio das Neves
University of Tsukuba, Japan

D2024
(14:35-14:50)

D2025
(14:50-15:05)

Abstract-- Essential oils (EO`s) show a broad application in different fields into
the industry. The large application of these compounds is attributed to its high
antimicrobial activity. However, the application of EO`s as a food preservative is
a challenge, once the EO`s showed strong flavor, intense volatility and low
viscosity. In this case, to remedy these issues, the oil-in-water (O/W)
nanoemulsion preparation is a feasible alternative to overcome these troubles.
Therefore, the objective of this research was prepared O/W nanoemulsion loaded
by terpineol (C10H18O), which is well-known as an EO.
Oils as soybean (SO) and medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) as well as the
polyethylene sorbitan monolaurate (Tween 20) were acquired from Wako Pure
Chem. Ind. (Osaka). Terpineol (n° reference: W304522) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich (Tokyo). The continuous aqueous phase compound by 1 wt%
Tween 20 dissolved in Milli-Q water was prepared. For the dispersed phase, two
different oils were blended with terpineol (50 wt% each), as follows: (i) terpineol
& soybean TP+SO; (ii) terpineol & medium-chain triglyceride TP+MCT. Firstly,
rotor-stator homogenizer at 7000 rpm for 5 min (Polytron PT-3000, Kinematica
A-G, Switzerland) was applied to mix 10 wt% oil phase and 90 wt% aqueous
phase for the coarse emulsion preparation. Later, high-pressure homogenizer
(NanoVater, NV200, Yoshida Kikai, Japan) at 100 MPa (for 3 passes) was used to
prepare the fine emulsions. The droplet size for all the fresh emulsion was
measured applying the Malvern Panalytical Zetasizer Nano. The whole
experiment and measurements were made at 25°C.
Functional Silica/Lignin Electrode System for the Development of Amperometric
Glucose Biosensor and its Applicability in Food Industry
Tomasz Pawel Rebis, Artur Jedrzak and Teofil Jesionowski
Poznan University of Technology, Poland
Abstract-- Nowadays a great interest of application of biopolymers such as
cellulose or lignin derivatives in the development of electrochemical devices can
be observed; they are rather environmentally friendly, renewable and easy
accessible materials. Their huge occurrence in nature and low cost improves also
their attractiveness from the economical point of view. Renewable, cheap and
easily accessible materials are also requested for production of cost efficient
electrochemical glucose biosensors.
Biopolymers with redox functions such as lignin derivatives are promising
electroactive materials, which can be used in the development of chemically
modified electrodes for electrocatalytic and electrochemical sensing purposes.
The biopolymer lignin is found in green plants, and makes up 20-30% of the
weight of wood while lignin derivatives arises from pulp and paper industry as a
byproduct of paper manufacturing. From chemical point of view lignin have no
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regular structure, however, they are mainly composed of phenylopropane
segments (C9 units) having hydrophilic sulfonic grups and electroactive
methoxyphenol grups. Being polyphenolic compounds lignin derivatives show
substantial electroactivity especially in the range of anodic potentials. This is due
to the fact of developing of quinone/hydroquinone redox couple during oxidation
process.
In this work, a novel procedure for receiving enzyme biosensor based on the
cheap and functional silica/lignin (SiO2/Lig) biohybrid material is presented. The
functional biohybrid SiO2/Lig was selected to conduct the immobilization of
glucose oxidase (GOx) by adsorption on its surface. The immobilized amount of
GOx at SiO2/Lig was 25.28 mg g−1, twice as much compared to its amount at
non-functionalized SiO2. The GOx-SiO2/Lig based carbon paste electrode with
ferrocene redox mediator was evaluated as an active material in II generation
glucose biosensor. The GOx-SiO2/Lig/CPE was subjected to an examination in
glucose solution by electrochemical techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV)
and chronoamperometry. The obtained results suggest that GOx-SiO2/Lig can be a
material of choice for preparation of an efficient and low-cost biosensor working
in various electrode configurations. The newly obtained glucose biosensor
presents promising electrochemical parameters for glucose determination. The
glucose-sensing sensitivity amounted 0.78 μA mM−1. The biosensor showed a
linear response range of 0.5 – 9 mM with a detection limit (LOD) of 145 μM. The
novel biosensor indicates its promising applicability as a biosensor useful in the
food industry.
Lipase-Catalyzed Synthesis of Partial Glycerides of Capric Acid in Natural Deep
Eutectic Solvents
Chunhua Yin, Haiyang Zhang and Hai Yan
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

D2018
(15:05-15:20)

Abstract-- Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) have emerged as promising cosolvents
or non-aqueous reaction media for biocatalytic reactions, owing to their
non-volatility, non-flammability, non-toxicity, biocompatibility, biodegradability,
and low cost. Partial glycerides (Mono- and diglycerides) of medium chain length
fatty acid (caprylic and capric acid) have a wide range of medical, nutritional and
dietetic uses.
In this work, partial glycerides of capric acid were synthesized from glycerol and
capric acid catalyzed by candida sp. lipase in various glycerol-based natural DESs
(NADESs). For comparison, the esterification was also conducted in solvent-free
system. The results showed that the types of NADESs affected not only the
conversion of capric acid but also the composition of the esterification products.
Betaine : glycerol performed best among the tested NADESs and increased the
capric acid conversion and monoglyceride (MAG) content by 48% and 52%,
respectively, as compared to the solvent-free system.
High conversion of capric acid contributed to the adsorption of the produced
water by NADESs during esterification, thereby changing the reaction
equilibrium. NADESs was found to increase the lipase stability and activity, and
there was a 2.1-fold increase of the half-life time of candida sp. lipase present in
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betaine : glycerol compared with that in pure glycerol.
Using betaine: glycerol as reaction media, the other reaction parameters affecting
the capric acid conversion and MAG content were further investigated in detail.
The optimized conditions for the MAG synthesis were as follows: the molar ratio
of betaine/glycerol is 2:1 and capric acid/glycerol is 1:10, reaction temperature
40 ℃ and time 5 h. Furthermore, ultrasound irradiation was introduced to
promote this lipase-catalyzed esterification in NADESs, leading to an obvious
enhancement in lipase activity.
Distinction of Edible and Inedible Harvests using a Fine-Tuning-Based Deep
Learning System
Shinji Kawakura and Ryosuke Shibasaki
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

D3002
(15:20-15:35)

Abstract-- Effectively detecting and removing inedible harvests before or after
harvesting is important for many agri-workers. Recent studies have suggested
diverse measures, including various robot arm-based machines for harvesting
vegetables and pulling up weeds, using camera systems to detect relevant
coordinates. Although some of these systems have included monitoring and
identification tools for edible and inedible targets, their accuracy has not been
sufficient for use. Thus, further improvements have incorporated computing into
the process based on human feelings and commonsense-based thinking, which
considers up-to-date technologies and determines how solutions reflect the
experience of traditional agri-workers. Our focus is on Japanese small- to
middle-sized farms. Thus, we developed a fine-tuning (transfer-learning)-based
deep learning system that gathers field pictures and performs static visual data
analyses using artificial intelligence (AI)-based computing. In this study, pictures
included kiwi fruits, eggplants, and mini tomatoes in outdoor farmlands. We
focused on several program-based applications with deep learning-based systems
using several hidden layers. To align with this year‘s technical trends, the data is
presented concerning two patterns with different target layers: (1) all bonding
layers with a revised pattern, and (2) some convolution layers with a visual
geometry group (VGG) 16 and picture classifier created by convolutional neural
network (CNN) revised pattern. Our results confirmed the utility of the
fine-tuning methodologies, thus supporting other similar analyses in different
academic research fields. In future, these results.
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Cigarette Butt-derived Activated Carbons for the Removal of Lead Ions from
Water
Xing Zhang
Jianghan University, China

D0015
(12:50-13:05)

D0017
(13:05-13:20)

Abstract-- Disposed cigarette butts, as one of the biggest solid, non-biodegradable
wastes, can do great harm to humans and wildlife by leaching toxic contaminants
such as nicotine and toxic heavy metals into natural waters. Problems caused by
disposed cigarette butts are drawing more and more attentions, as it is estimated
that 5.8 trillion cigarettes are consumed worldwide ever year generating > 800
000 metric tons of cigarette butts. Cigarette butts made of cellulose acetate can be
potential candidate for the initial raw materials of activated carbon. This study
explores the ability of heavy metal ions removal from water using cigarette
butt-derived activated carbons as the adsorbent, which provides a valid way to
turn dangerous waste into value products.
In this work, activated carbons were successfully prepared from cigarette butts by
sequential hydrothermal carbonization and activation. The prepared materials
showed high surface area (BET Surface Area 1799 m² g-1) with abundant
O-containing functional groups, which would facilitate the adsorption of heavy
metals ions. Adsorption behavior of the prepared materials was investigated using
Pb2+ as representative of heavy metals. The results showed that the prepared
materials were able to adsorb Pb2+ in the range of pH 4-9 within two minutes and
the adsorption capacity was as high as 148 mg g-1. Considering the merits of low
cost, simple synthesis pathway and excellent removal ability of Pb2+, cigarette
butt-derived activated carbons show great potential applications in the fields of
heavy metal treatment.
Selectively Segregate Zinc and Manganese from Spent Zn-Mn Battery by
Controlling Oxidation-Reduction Potential in Two Stages Leaching System
Wei-Sheng Chen and Chen-Hsi Chang
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan
Abstract-- Every creative act has its destructive consequence. Nowadays, Zn-Mn
battery has been widely used in many forms of electronic device. For several
decades, plenty of waste elements inside have caused the irreversible
contamination to our environment. This study will focus on dealing with
zinc-manganese batteries by using environmental technology and
hydrometallurgy methods, roughly separated into three major parts including
physical pretreatment, two stage acid leaching system and solvent extraction to
segregate complex elements from the spent Zn-Mn battery. The goal of this
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research will concentrate on the recovery of zinc and manganese from the
electrode powder. In consideration of the serious co-extraction characteristic from
zinc and manganese system, two stages leaching will be carried out before the
solvent extraction. After the pretreatment process, the spent electrode powder will
be first deposed of with selective acid leaching procedure. After that, 99% of zinc
and the small amount of purity will be transferred into liquid phase; more than
90% of Manganese will be eventually maintained in solid phase. In the second
stage leaching process, the rest manganese will be totally dissolved by reductive
acid leaching. Thereafter, in the final purification step, the solvent extraction will
be deeply investigated. The parameters such as extractant concentration,
extracting time, equilibrium pH value and organic-aqueous ratio (O/A) are all
analyzed in detail. Eventually, the final products of Zn and Mn are obtained in
high-purity level and the recovery rates of Zn and Mn are more or less 95% and
99% respectively.
Preparation and Photocatalytic Properties of Graphene/SrTiO3 Thin Film Catalyst
Jian Liu, Yan Li and Dong-ping Duan
Institute of Process Engineering, Chinese Academy of Sciences, China

D1004
(13:20-13:35)

D2002
(13:35-13:50)

Abstract-- A novel graphene-bridged SrTiO3 (STO) thin film loaded on the glass
was fabricated using a facile sol-gel method followed by the dip-coating and
spin-coating method. As-prepared STO film and GO/STO film were tested by
XRD, SEM to identify the composition and surface morphology. The as-prepared
thin film catalyst was employed to degrade methylene blue (MB) in water under
near ultraviolet ray irradiation. Compared to pure STO, GO/STO prepared by
dip-coating method displayed good photocatalytic degradation efficiency with
58% removal of MB (60 mL, 5mg/L) in 6.0 h, the GO/STO prepared by
spin-coating method displayed more superior degradation efficiency with 94%
removal of MB (60 mL,5mg/L) in 6.0 h. The influences of MB volume and the
different methods were also investigated in details. The enhanced photocatalytic
activities could be attributed to the suppression of charge recombination, high
specific surface area and great adsorption capability of GO/STO. This work
provides a promising approach to construct novel film GO/STO with high
stability and photodegradation efficiency that can be applied in efficient treatment
pollutants in wastewater.
Anti-Amoeba Effect of Branched Medium Chain Fatty Acids and Their Salts on
Acanthamoeba Castellanii
Haruna Sasaki, Toshinari Koda and Hiroshi Morita
University of Kitakyushu, Japan
Abstract-- Acanthamoeba castellanii is an organism that causes Acanthamoeba
keratitis, an infectious disease. Acanthamoeba are protists that generally
inhabiting soils, freshwater, and sea water, but can also infect the cornea due to
dirty water infiltration if contaminated contact lenses are worn. In this study, we
focused on four branched medium chain fatty acids—2-ethylhexanoic acid,
3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid along with their salts, potassium 2-ethylhexanoate,
and potassium 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoate. We examined their antimicrobial effect
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toward A. castellanii and aimed to search for new drugs to be used in contact lens
disinfecting solutions. The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) of
2-ethylhexanoic acid and 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid showed growth reduction
of 4-log units (99.99% suppression) in A. castellanii upon 10 min incubation at
12.5 v/v%. In addition, at a diluted concentration of 6.25 v/v%, 2-ethylhexanoic
acid produced a 4-log units reduction at 180 min and for 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic
acid, a 4-log units reduction at 60 min. The MICs of potassium 2-ethylhexanoate
showed growth reduction of 4 log units in A. castellanii upon 10 min incubation
at 2.50 w/v%. However, potassium 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoate showed growth
reduction of 4-log units in A. castellanii upon 180 min incubation at 5.00 w/v%.
Based on the results of MICs, a verification test of 3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid
and potassium 2-ethylhexanoate was conducted. As a result, approximately 2.1
logarithmic growths were observed in the control consisting of 10% Tween 80
compared to the initial cell number, and the amoeba growth reduction with
3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid could not be confirmed up to a concentration of
0.0122 v/v%. Potassium 2-ethylhexanoate salt was not confirmed to reduce
amoeba growth up to 0.625 w/v%. However, the amoeba growth reduction could
not be confirmed with the tests where control pH-adjusted solution was applied,
either. In the light of the above-mentioned results, it was revealed that
3,5,5-trimethylhexanoic acid exhibits the highest anti-amoeba effect among the
four tested branched medium chain fatty acids. This result indicated the
possibility to use it in contact lens disinfectant solutions as a novel drug against
Acanthamoeba keratitis.
Heterotrophic Mass Culture of Chlorella USTB-01
Hai Yan, Qianqian Xu, Chunhua Yin, Xiaolu Liu, Haiyang Zhang and Yang Liu
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

D2014
(13:50-14:05)

D2027
(14:05-14:20)

Abstract-- A promising microalgal strain isolated from fresh water, which can
grow both autotrophically on inorganic carbon under lighting and
heterotrophically on organic carbon without lighting, was isolated and identified
as Chlorella sp. USTB-01 with the phylogenetic analysis based on 18S rDNA
gene sequences. In the heterotrophic batch culture, more than 20 g/L of cell dry
weight concentration (DWC) of Chlorella sp. USTB-01 was obtained at day 5. In
a 5000 L fermentor, the maximum DWC of more than 40 g/L of Chlorella
USTB-01 within 72 h could be obtained by feeding the mixture of glucose as a
sole carbon source and nitrate as a sole nitrogen source at the exponential growth
phase. The contents of chlorophyll and protein in the dry cells of Chlorella
USTB-01 were 3% and 30%, respectively, which will provide the basis on the
industrialization production of Chlorella for human health food supplement.
Development of Food Waste Disposal Technology using Sodium Hydroxide
Masami Nakayasu and Takaaki Wajima
Chiba University, Japan
Abstract-- In this research, we focused on the recycling of food waste using
sodium hydroxide (NaOH). Pyrolysis of rice, one of the major elements of food
waste in Japan, was carried out to obtain carbon material with adsorption ability,
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together with fuel gases (H2, CH4). As a result, it was possible to convert rice into
carbon material while generating fuel gas. With increasing the NaOH addition and
temperature, the contents of CO and CO2 decreases, those of H2 and CH4
increased in the generated gas, and the mass of the residue after pyrolysis with
NaOH decreases to one-tenth weight of raw rice. The residue after pyrolysis is a
carbonaceous material with approximately 80% carbon content, and the residue
after pyrolysis with NaOH ( rice sample : NaOH = 1 : 1 ) has smooth porous
surface with higher specific surface area (901 m2/g) than that after pyrolysis
without NaOH (72 m2/g).
Pathway for Biodegrading Microcystins by Sphingopyxis sp. USTB-05
Qianqian Xu, Hai Yan, Chunhua Yin, Xiaolu Liu, Haiyang Zhang and Yang Liu
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

D2019
(14:20-14:35)

D2028
(14:35-14:50)

Abstract-- Cyanobacteria or blue-green algae are widespread in freshwater,
brackish water, estuarine and marine environments naturally. However,
cyanobacteria can also cause serious environmental hazards by excessive growing
and releasing various kinds of toxins after cell rupture. Microcystins (MCs) are
the most commonly reported cyanobacterial hepatotoxins, which share a general
structure of cyclo-(D-Ala-R1-D-isoMeAsp-R2-Adda-D-isoGlu-Mdha-), where R1
and R2 represent a pair of highly variable L-amino acids. The guideline value of
1.0 μg•L−1 as the maximum concentration of MC-LR equivalents in drinking
water has been established by the World Health Organization (WHO). In this
study, the biodegradations of MCs by Sphingopyxis sp.USTB-05 and the pathway
of MCs biodegradation were studied. The results showed that the initial MC-RR
concentration of 42.3 mg L-1 was completely biodegraded within 36 h and 10 h
by Sphingopyxis sp.USTB-05 and its crude enzymes (CEs) containing 350 mg L-1
protein, respectively. Initial MC-LR content of 28.8 mg L-1 was also completely
biodegraded within 3 h by its CEs containing 350 mg L-1 protein. Initial 14.8 mg
L-1 of MC-YR could be completely eliminated within 10 h by the CEs. During
the biodegradation process, two products were observed on the profiles of high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Based on the analysis of m/z ratios
of MCs and its products on liquid chromatogram-mass spectrum (LC-MS), the
pathway of MCs biodegradation by Sphingopyxis sp.USTB-05 was suggested as
following. The first enzyme hydrolyzed Arg-Adda peptide bond of cyclic MCs
and converted it to linear MCs as the first product. The second enzyme was found
to cut off the target peptide bond between Adda and Glu of linearized MCs, and
Adda was produced as a second product. These findings are very important in
both the basic research and the removal of MCs from natural water source.
A New Recycling Process of Waste Glass Wool using Pyrolysis with Sodium
Hydroxide
Takaaki Wajima and Satsuki Matsuka
Chiba University, Japan
Abstract-- Glass wool insulation consists of glass fibers and phenolic resin as a
binder to be a texture similar to wool, resulting in high thermal insulation
properties. A large amount of them were used for energy conservation of
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buildings, and recently disposed at landfill sites to be pressured because of large
volume to mass. In this study, we attempted to convert resin and glass fiber in the
waste glass wool into gas and water glass using sodium hydroxide reaction,
respectively. Waste glass wool was cut, sample peace (1 g) and sodium hydroxide
(1 g – 3 g) put into the reactor, and the reactor was heated with an electric furnace
while flowing nitrogen (50 mL/min). After heating to setting temperature (400 550 ºC) for 1 – 30 h, the reactor was naturally cooled to room temperature. The
generated gas during the reaction was collected by gas pack. After cooling, the
residue inside the reactor was washed with nitric acid, filtrates to obtain the
residual substance, and silica concentration in the filtrate was measured to
calculate the silica extracted content from waste glass wool. By using pyrolysis
with sodium hydroxide, waste glass wool can be decomposed by converting the
resin into the gases, such as hydrogen and methane, and glass fiber into soluble
salt to be extracted into the solution. Waste glass wool can be decomposed by
pyrolysis with 3 times weight of NaOH to the sample above 400 oC for 1 - 6 h.
Preparation of Porous Solid Acid Catalyst for Carrying out the Esterification of
Resveratrol with Fatty Acids
Han-Yu Chiu, Ya-Lan Cui and Chien-Chang Huang
Providence University, Taiwan

D2031
(14:50-15:05)

Abstract-- Resveratrol (trans-3,5,4′-trihydroxystilbene) is a potential ingredient to be
used in cosmetic, food and pharmaceutical products due to its highly biological
activity in antioxidation, anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial property. It also had
been demonstrated in previous studies that resveratrol has preventive effects on
cardiovascular dieses and cancer. However, the application of resveratrol was limited
by the low solubility of resveratrol in the convectional solvents which was widely
applied in cosmetic, food or pharmaceutical industries, such as water, eatable oils or
esters.
In this study, resveratrol was lipophilized by the esterification with fatty acids over
the solid acid with porous topography in order to facilitate the application of
resveratrol derivatives in a wide range of products. The porous acid solid was
prepared via sol-gel method using modified corn starch as molecular template. The
pore size distributing on the catalyst was in the range of 7-15 nm depending on the
modification procedures for obtaining the starch templates. Acid sites formed on the
catalyst after the catalyst was modified in a 2 M sulfate aqueous solution. The
physicochemical properties of the grafted sulfate ions present on the catalyst and the
acidity of the catalyst were identified by FT-IR, TGA and n-butylamine back titration
method while the pore size, pore volume and specific surface area of the catalyst were
determined by BET. The esterification of resveratrol was carried out in a sealed
reactor. The composition of the reaction mixture which was periodically withdrawn
from the reactor was analyzed by HPLC. Three resveratrol derivatives were identified
in the withdrawn sample, and their molar ratio associated with reaction time, the pore
size of the solid acid and the carbon chain length of the fatty acid. After the reaction,
the used catalyst was recovered simply by washing the used catalyst with solvent to
removed residual product on the catalyst. The results show that the catalyst could be
recovered at least 5 cycles without obvious reactivity loss.
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Session 4 (15:45~17:15)
Topic: “Photoelectric Material and Building Material”
Session Chair: Assoc. Prof Cheng Chen
Phase Transformation of Commercial CuIn0.7Ga0.3Se2 Powder during
Nano-milling Process and Photoelectric Properties of CIGS Absorber Films
Wu, Yu-Chien, Hsiang, Hsing-I, Yang, Chang-Ting and Sun, Man-ting
National Cheng Kung University, Taiwan

D0007
(15:45-16:00)

D0037
(16:00-16:15)

Abstract-- To solve defect, such as cracks, porous structure that easily occur in the
process of copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) absorption thin films by using
non-vacuum process, the study used two kinds of CIGS powder, one prepared
CIGS nanocrystallites (CuIn0.7Ga0.3Se2) by Heating-up method, and the other
was commercial CIGS. A N2 gas-pressure pre-sintering treatment was applied to
enhance the densification and suppress the in-plane tensile stress which generated
by the shrinkage mismatch between the CIGS and Mo-coated glass substrate.
Subsequently, the CIGS precursors were converted into CIGS absorption thin
films by selenization process at different temperature under different N2
atmosphere pressure using selenide powder as Se atmosphere source. The
microstructure, cross section, crystalline structure, photoelectric properties of the
CIGS thin films were investigated using X-ray diffractometer (XRD), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and
Hall-effect analyzer. Here, we found the phase transformation of commercial
CIGS during nano-grinding process and characterized by XRD, HRTEM and
XPS. A uniform microstructure with large grain size and small amount of isolated
residual pores and good electric properties CIGS absorption thin film was
prepared at 500℃ for 25min under Se atmosphere with N2 negative pressure
outer atmosphere.
Weatherability Temperature Field and Temperature Stress Simulation of Inorganic
Mortar Compound Panel with Insulation and Decoration Based on Actual
Engineering Model
Hu Xiang-lei and Wang Lin
Tongji University, China
Abstract-- Finite element simulation software can explore the heat transfer and
deformation of complex shapes and can be used as an auxiliary tool for large
weathering tests. Based on the results by ANSYS software, this paper explored
temperature field and temperature stress field of inorganic mortar compound
panel with insulation and decoration (IMCP), considering weather resistance
experiment based on practical engineering. The paper holds that the relevant
regulations should provide the mortar adhesion area reinforcement of IMCP may
be not less than 80%. Moreover, in order to adapt to the temperature deformation,
the width of the joint of IMCP should also be specified and recommended not be
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less than 5 mm.
Effect of the Flue of Charcoal Retort Kilns on Production Charcoal using Drum
Kilns for Households
Rungtawee Padakan
University Chalerrmphrakiat Sakonnakhon Province Campus, Thailand

D0019
(16:15-16:30)

D0049
(16:30-16:45)

D0018
(16:45-17:00)

Abstract-- Experiment was carried out to obtain the more charcoal and decreased
ashes and exhaust gas after production. Effect of the installation of the flue of
charcoal retort kilns on production charcoal was investigated. In this study the
product from charcoal retort kilns consists of weight of charcoal, ashes and gas
exhaust from process. The charcoal was produced in 0.2 m3 of the vertical drum
kilns. The results indicated that weight of charcoal increased 7.38 % whereas the
weight of ashes decreased 18 % at the flue was installed within charcoal retort
kilns. Moreover, the gas exhaust from process at the flue was installed inside
charcoal retort kilns less than the gas exhaust at the flue was installed outside
charcoal retort kilns. Furthermore, the efficiency of charcoal kiln where were
installed outside and inside of charcoal retort kilns were 29.83 % and 32.63 %,
respectively.
Influence of Thickness of Air Gap on Concrete Curing in Formwork with
Transparent Cover
Dmitry D. Koroteev and Makhmud Kharun
Peoples Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), Russia
Abstract-- Heat treatment of concrete is used to speed up its curing. Therefore,
this process allows getting complete product in a short time and it is used at the
plants for manufacturing of concrete elements. Fossil fuels are used for this
purpose. An important task for engineers and scientists is to reduce costs of the
manufacturing and make it ecological by introducing energy-saving technologies
and renewable energy resources. The employment of solar energy for heat
treatment is one of the ways to settle the problem. However, the efficiency of such
engineering solution depends on type and construction of the solar energy
equipment. The formwork, equipped by transparent cover, is chosen as the object
of research. The research work is devoted to determination of optimal thickness of
air gap between concrete element and transparent cover of the formwork. The
results and methodology, as well as the information about materials and boundary
conditions of the experiments are given in the research work. The obtained results
allow increasing efficiency of employment of solar energy for manufacturing of
concrete elements at the plants.
Electronic Transport Properties in ReS₂ Two-dimensional Nanostructures
T.A. Effendi, M. Y. Fakhri, C. H. Lin, C. J. Ho and R. S. Chen
National Taiwan University of Science and Technology, Taipei, Taiwan
Abstract-- Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC) layered semiconductors are
attractive candidates for novel optoelectronic devices due to their unique
electronic and optical properties generated from their reduced-dimension.
Motivated by the achievement of two-dimensional (2D) materials like MoS2, WS2
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and WSe2, Rhenium disulphide (ReS2) is also an interesting member in TMDC
family. Different from most TMDC semiconductors, ReS2 reveals substantial
in-plane anisotropic transport properties that is promising for
polarization-dependent optoelectronics. However, the fundamental electrical
properties in ReS2 2D nanostructures are still less reported. In this work, we
reported on the dimension effect on the conductivity and the underneath
mechanism for the ReS2 nanostructures. High-quality ReS2 crystals synthesized
by the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method were utilized for fabrication of our
nanoflake devices. The single-crystalline quality of the bulk ReS2 was
characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. The
focused-ion beam (FIB) technique using Pt metal was used to make the electric
contacts on the nanoflakes. Ohmic contacts of the FIB-fabricated ReS2 device
were verified by the linear I-V curves. A clear thickness-dependent conductivity
behaviour was observed by estimating the conductivity values. A potential
surface-dominant electronic transport has been proposed to explain the anomalous
dimension-dependent
conductivity.
The
scanning
tunneling
microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) measurement indicates an extremely high
electron concentration at the surface of ReS2 which is several orders of magnitude
higher than that of the bulk counterparts. The result provides a probable
explanation to the surface-dominant current flow in ReS2. In addition, the
bottom-gate field-effect transistor (FET) measurements for the ReS2 nanoflakes
have also been performed and investigated.
Heat Treatment of Self-Compacting High-Strength Concrete in Cast-in-Situ
Construction using Infrared Rays
Makhmud Kharun and Dmitry D. Koroteev
Peoples Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), Russia

D0051
(17:00-17:15)

Abstract-- Self-compacting high-strength concrete (SCHSC) is an innovative
concrete that has superior physical and mechanical properties, and does not
require vibration for placing and compaction. Heat treatment (HT) of SCHSC can
significantly accelerate the strength growth during cast-in-situ construction, and
allows to reduce the turnover of formwork, the labor costs for construction, and
the construction period. The issue of strength development of SCHSC during HT
has also been studied. SCHSC of R28 = 100 MPa was studied. Test specimens
were cured with HT by infrared rays for 7, 9, 11, 13, 16 and 24 hours. Then
warmed specimens were tested for compressive strength after 0.5, 4, 12 and 24
hours of cooling period. Study was carried out on the basis of analyzing,
generalizing and evaluations of experimental data. A mathematical model is
proposed for determining the compressive strength of SCHSC after one day of
curing with HT.
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Session 5 (15:15-17:30)
Topic: “Material Processing and Coating Technology”
Session Chair: Prof. Xiaozhong Zhang
Comparison of Different FEM Software in Terms of Hot Ultrasonic Assisted
Machining Technique
Mehmet Alper Sofuoğlu, Melih Cemal Kuşhan and Sezan Orak
Eskişehir Osmangazi University, Turkey

D0004
(15:15-15:30)

D0005
(15:30-15:45)

D0008
(15:45-16:00)

Abstract-- In this study, hot ultrasonic assisted machining of Hastelloy-X
material was compared using two different finite element software (DEFORM
and AdvantEdge). The results obtained from the two software were compared in
terms of maximum cutting tool temperature, average cutting force, and maximum
effective stresses. The simulations were performed in 2D. The results obtained
from the two software were compared with the experimental study in terms of
maximum cutting tip temperatures. The results are generally consistent with 25%
error.
Research on Technology of Welding Aluminum Foil in Pressure Vessel Based on
Ultrasonic Rolling Welding
Jia Liwei, Li Xingling and Li Wusheng
Research Institute of Physical and Chemical Engineering of Nuclear, China
Abstract-- For solving the problems of low bonding strength of anticorrosive
layer inside the pressure vessel, the technology of ultrasonic continuous welding
applied in aluminum alloy foil is researched in this paper. The technological
parameters which affect the welding quality most are analyzed. Through the finite
element simulation, the stress and temperature distribution of metal layer and
welding head during the welding process are analyzed. The influence of important
parameters such as welding pressure and thickness of metal layer on welding
quality are studied. The optimal combination of key process parameters such as
welding speed, welding pressure and thickness of metal layer are discussed by
orthogonal test. The results show that the bonding strength at the weld can reach
the tensile strength of the metal itself, and is also qualified to the design
expectation.
Texture Evolution in Friction Stir Welded FeCrNiCoMn High-entropy Alloy
Nan Xu, Qining Song and Yefeng Bao
Hohai University, China
Abstract-- Friction stir welding (FSW) has been demonstrated to be an effective
method of joining the structure materials. However, the use of FSW in
high-entropy alloys (HEA) has been scarcely investigated. It is well accepted that
the most important character of FSW was grain refinement, which was usually
attributed to dynamic recrystallization caused by severe plastic deformation at
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elevated temperatures. Previous studies found that the predominant deformation
during the FSW process is simple shear deformation. According to the recent
FSW studies about the HEA with face-centered cubic structure, B type shear
texture {112}<110> was detected in the weld center. It is known that the texture
formation is determined by processing temperature, strain and strain rate during
the plastic deformation stage. Moreover, in our recent study, it is found that the
annealing in the air cooling stage can remarkably influence the grain structure,
which is produced in the stirring stage, and thus it may affect texture in the weld
as well. To understand the texture development of FSW HEA joint, the stirring
stage and the air cooling stage were separated for discussion. The results shows
that the texture component developed from A* {111}<112> via A {111}<110> to
{hkl}<110> β-fiber in the stirring stage, and finally changed to B {112}<110> in
the subsequent air cooling stage. This work also demonstrated that the annealing
during the air cooling stage remarkably influenced the texture which is generated
during the stirring stage, and it can not be neglected when investigating the
texture transformation during the friction stir welding.
Heat Treatment Effects on the Microstructure and High Temperature Creep
Behavior of Inconel 713LC Superalloy
Ya-Han Liang, Chen-Ming Kuo, and Sheng-Rui Jian
I-Shou University, Taiwan

D0009
(16:00-16:15)

D0016
(16:15-16:30)

Abstract-- In this study, two manufacture processes, namely conventional casting
and metal powder injection molding, were selected to compare the heat treatment
microstructure and high temperature creep performance of IN 713LC
Nickel-based superalloy. According to the standard specification, the heat
treatment procedure was solution heat treatment at 1180ºC for 2 hours, and then
aging treatment at 930ºC for 16 hours; both schemes were ended with Argon
cooling. Since full heat-treated conventional casting specimen with even size,
cuboidal shape and arranged regularly γ' precipitates, its creep test at
982ºC/152MPa shows the longest creep-rupture life 78 hours. Because the metal
powder injection molding process produces very fine grain structure so that grain
boundary sliding dominates deformation mechanism, no creep life at all for all
creep tests at 982ºC/152MPa. In the high temperature applications, conventional
casting manufacture process is more suitable than metal powder injection molding
process.
A Study on the Effect of Argon-Oxygen Plasma Treatment on Ultra-thin
Expanded PTFE Membrane
Naomi R. Nishiguchi and Persia Ada N. De Yro
Mapua University, Philippines
Abstract-- Polymer films are plasma treated to improve surface properties making
them hydrophilic or hydrophobic. Expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) is
used in a wide variety of applications but only a few report on plasma treated
ePTFE. Within these very few studies on ePTFE, the use of ultra-thin membrane
could hardly be found. The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of
plasma treatment (Argon-Oxygen) on the hydrophobicity of ultra-thin ePTFE
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membrane (4um thickness). This study used nine (9) experimental legs of ePTFE
subjected to respective plasma power (50W, 315W and 600W) and exposure time
(300s, 450s and 600s) for each leg. Contact angle was measured prior and after
subjecting to plasma condition using contact angle meter. Energy pen was also
used to verify its hydrophobicity. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with
10,000x magnification was used to check for any change in surface after exposing
to each condition. The findings showed that the membrane surface changed after
exposure to plasma. All legs became hydrophilic. 102◦ contact angle was
measured from raw sample, but the samples exposed to plasma had contact angles
ranging from max of 68◦ to min of 48◦. The results showed that the degree of
surface change could be correlated to the plasma parameters applied.
Furthermore, the highest radio frequency (RF) power applied resulted to contact
angle in the range of 60◦ while the lowest RF power applied resulted to the lowest
contact angle, in the range of 40◦, measured. On the other hand, no particular
trend was observed based on exposure time. Based on the gathered results, the
ultra-thin ePTFE, in order to maintain its hydrophobicity, must not be applied
with argon-oxygen plasma treatment. However, if the ultra-thin ePTFE is to be
made hydrophilic, argon-oxygen plasma treatment could be applied while
adjusting the plasma parameters to meet the desired hydrophilicity level.
Investigation of Arc Bubble Affecting the Arc Stability and Improvement of Weld
Appearances Using Bubble Constraint Device in Underwater Wet Welding
Hao Chen, Ning Guo, Jicai Feng and Guodong Wang
Harbin Institute of Technology, China

D0033
(16:30-16:45)

D0024
(16:45-17:00)

Abstract-- The generating, floating and collapsing of arc bubble is a special
phenomenon in underwater flux-cored wet welding. The configuration changing
process of bubble will change the stress on droplet and influence the droplet
transfer process. In this study, the shape changing of bubble is captured in graphic
and the real-time electric signal data is obtained. The impact of bubble floating
and collapsing results in the globular repelled transfer mode, which also reduces
the arc stability. A self-designed gas-shield cover is used as a bubble constraint
device to improve the welding process stability and weld appearances by limiting
the free floating and expansion of arc bubble. The relationships between the cover
diameter and the characteristics of weld appearance are studied.
Deterioration Characteristics of Overlapping Layers between Al-5Mg Thermal
Spray Coating and Heavy-Duty Paint Coating
Muye Yang, Kazuyoshi Muto, Shigenobu Kainuma, Jinxuan Du and Hirokazu
Miyata
Kyushu University, Japan
Abstract-- In recent years, Al-5Mg alloy thermal spray coatings have been used as
an anti-corrosion coating applied for various components of steel structures, in
some cases it was covered by the conventional heavy-duty coating. However, the
deterioration characteristics of overlapping layers between thermal spray layer
and heavy-duty paint coating still not clear. In this study, to compare the
anti-corrosion characteristics of the single thermal spray coating and overlapping
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layers, the accelerated cyclic exposure tests were carried out on specimens with
three types of coating layers. To clarify the deterioration characteristics, the
cross-cut defect were introduced into specimens, and the EIS measurements,
glossiness test, EPMA elemental analyses were conducted on test specimens. The
test results indicated that the deterioration of the overlapping layer at the steel
base-exposed portion occurs earlier than the case of Al-5Mg thermal spray
coating. In addition, the deterioration of thermal spray coating was accelerated by
the sealing treatment in specimen with overlapping layers.
Surface Modification of Steel by Anodic Plasma Electrolytic Boronitriding and
Polishing
Sergei Kusmanov, Vasiliy Belkin and Irina Kusmanova
Kostroma State University, Russia

D0036
(17:00-17:15)

D0035
(17:15-17:30)

Abstract-- The paper shows the possibility of plasma electrolytic polishing of the
steel surface after its chemical-thermal treatment. Positive results of the plasma
electrolytic polishing are obtained for low carbon steel after its anodic plasma
electrolytic boronitriding. An X-ray diffractometer and a scanning electron
microscopy were used to characterize the phase composition of the modified layer
and its surface morphology. Surface roughness was studied with the use of a
roughness tester. The hardness of the treated and untreated samples was measured
using a microhardness tester. Corrosion properties of the samples treated surfaces
were evaluated using potentiodynamic polarisation tests in solution of sodium
chloride. The reduction of the surface roughness of 1.7 times and the corrosion
current density of 1.5 times of boronitrided steel by plasma polishing using mode
of current interruption for 2 min without changing the structure of the diffusion
layers is shows.
Parametric Study of Underwater Laser Welding on 304 Austenite Stainless Steel
Yunlong Fu, Ning Guo and Jicai Feng
Harbin Institute of Technology, China
Abstract-- The underwater laser welding assisted by a single-layer gas torch was
carried out on the austenite stainless steel based on the underwater laser welding
experimental platform. Butt welding experiments under shallow water were
performed to investigate the effects of laser power, welding speed and defocusing
distance on the underwater laser welding quality and optimized the process
parameters. It was found that the ideal underwater laser weld can be obtained with
the laser power of 2.0 kW, the welding speed of 2.0 m/min and the defocusing
distance of 1 mm, demonstrating the self-developed single-layer gas-assisted
drainage device could create working environment similar to onshore laser
welding, by analyzing the metallographic structure and mechanical properties of
underwater laser weld and in-air laser weld.
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APRIL 15 Visit Tokyo
Attractions for Recommendation

Sensoji Temple
The history of the temple in an interesting one. Legend states
that two fisherman caught a golden statue of
Kannon—the merciful nirvana achiever—in what is now the
Sumida River. Despite trying to return the figure to the river
multiple times it always came back to them. Being recognized
as Kannon, it was enshrined. Although Sensoji Temple was
founded in 628 the current crimson building is much more
modern, as it was rebuilt after being destroyed in WW2.

Tokyo Skytree
Rising high above the city, Tokyo Skytree is the
capital's newest attraction and as of 2018, the tallest
tower in the world. Exactly 634-meters tall, this
massive tower really stands out in Tokyo's skyline and
has quickly become a popular date spot for
international and local couples. The wide windows of
the observation decks offer panoramic vistas stretching
all the way out to Mt. Fuji. Visitors will reach Tembo
Deck—the first of the decks—via elaborately
decorated elevators, which only take 50 seconds to travel the lofty 350 meters. For an even higher
vantage point, there is a second deck, Tembo Galleria, at 450 meters. While the views are
spectacular all day long, watching the sun set and the city lights come to life below is particularly
romantic.

Ueno Park
Ueno Park is a large public park next to Ueno Station
in central Tokyo. The park grounds were originally
part of Kaneiji Temple, which used to be one of the
city's largest and wealthiest temples and a family
temple of the ruling Tokugawa clan during the Edo
Period.
Today Ueno Park is famous for the many museums
found on its grounds, especially the Tokyo National
Museum, the National Museum for Western Art, the
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Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum and the National Science Museum. It is also home to Ueno Zoo,
Japan's first zoological garden.
Additionally, Ueno Park is one of Tokyo's most popular and lively cherry blossom spots with more
than 1000 cherry trees lining its central pathway. The cherry blossoms are usually in bloom during
late March and early April and attract large numbers of hanami (cherry blossom viewing) parties.

Ginza
Some of the world's most expensive real estate
attracts the grand flagships of international brands,
showrooms and elegant department stores. Prices
are high, but the service is top notch. Ginza Crossing,
anchored by the Wako and Mitsukoshi department
stores and the Nissan Crossing showroom, is a good
place to start. Nearby, the new Ginza Six mall and
the Uniqlo flagship draw a steady stream of
customers. Stroll the back streets like Suzuran Street
and Azuma Street for a mix of smaller boutiques,
kimono stores and art galleries.

Akihabara
Known for its electronics and anime stores, you can
find almost anything in Akihabara, from vintage
video games and rare collectible toys to the latest
cameras and computers. The giant Yodobashi Camera
store just outside the station has everything from
home appliances to stationery. Most stores have tax
free prices and international warranties on their
electronics for visitors; ask for a user manual in your
language. Follow the train tracks towards Ueno to
find innovative craft stores and artisans at 2k540
Aki-Oka Artisan.
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